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BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION AT,EARLHAM

`March 29, 1976.

R4cently I agrted 'to interview a few prospective freshmen for the Admissions
Office. As a result of that decision I have been led, perriaps earlier than
otherwise, to ponder the question: what makes Earlham College better than
other places? What does Earlham have that other four-year liberal arts cdl-
legesdon't have?: My).'enswers wandered far afield, from a Quaker traditiou
to an equestrian program But in my brief time on this campus, I have c4e
to the view that one of the most important things Earlham has that other
institutions lack is Evan Farber., This opinion has been shared so wide14 and'
foi so long, of course, that is has long since assumed the quality of an
objective truth. The existence of this truth was confirmed once againi naw-
ever, on the'last day of January when a group of Farber's Friends gathered in
Jones house to share their views concerning the nature and future of biblio-
graphical instruction at Earlham. (The depth of their loyalty canbe gauged
when one reflects that the last day of January was a Saturday!)

During the morning session we pondered the place of bibliographical instruction
in a liberal arts educationeand quickly (for a newcomer like me) the extent of
Evan's influence became apparent, As we began, Len Clark centered our attention
upon the essential rather than the ancillary relationship of the library to the
classroom. Thatsuch an observation was greeted with the respeit due an estab-
lished truth ie elOquent testimony to the distance Earlham has come in developing
an idea which still fall's upon stony soil at most institutions of higher learning.

As if to underline the' truth of the observation, Jerry Woolpy summarised his
excellent paper.describing the development of a collaborative and integrated
bibliographical instruction in introductory biology. The general biology course
moves beyond the tradition of classical eddcation--classroom, lecture, textbook

with the systematic use of guided library exercises and programmed materials,
reinforced by course examinations which require the use of new-found skills of
information retrieval.' Through these means, the course serves, in Jerry's words,
to

, At boundary conSixIonb, atgn 1C

more than most, is characterized by rapidly expanding information and rapidly
chaining assumptions. .
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In he course of the discussion which followed, it quickly became apparent
that not all of the dis/iplines represented had been, able to- "develop the
relationship between library and classroom to the degree which.the biologists

"had. It was pointed out that some of the assumptions ef "essentiality" can
be Seceptedin some fields more readlly'than in others. :Some approaches to
knowledge rely upon experiennes'which can be enhanced only-in limited ways by
bibliographical instruction. Len'Holvik's observation that a student can
prod a good-formal paper on Beethoven's music based entirely on research
in the -ritten word without havingheard*s-note of the Great One's music struck
me'as it ustratiye of the probfem'as perceived by the arts in particular.

le As oders voiced their owl experiences with libiary instruction, a subtle range
of possibilities was revealed. lach of us, I suppose, shared Hal Hanes's
experience of""brain-storming" as thd words ofAolleagues sparked renewed ,

speculations concerning his or her own field of teaching. Our,discession of.
e'the'usesof.bibliographicel instruction in particular courses Served to make
us more immediately aware of thenview shared by Len Clark: and Seriy Woolpy
that, in ouro;arious.disciplines we are =ore -concerned to- teach different "ways ,

of knowing",'different patterns and habits of thought and investigation, than
merely different bodies of substantive information. Ihe'iaterdisciplimary
exchange was helpfu/ in making us more alert to the another's problems bind in
making the libral-ians rare aware of the variety of ways in whi4h the disciplines
approach the relation of method to substance.,

Is" the afternoon session, the workshop discussed possibilities for eacotiraging

additional Ilse of bibliographical instruction at Earlham. ,Anong the suggestions
was a plea for more systematic interaction between teachillg faculty and librarians
at the planning stage of course development, interaction on a personal, depart-
mental; or divisional level. The preparation of an overall plan forriSuch
instruction by the -library staff to make systematic what had been episodic was
andther related suggestioii to encourage ways to bring the -librarian's tool's of,
access to bear on specific courses and course pro acts.

The. need is -clearly for each 'to educate the other in the.possibllities avail-
able. The importance of working to this end as demonstratediby the workshop
discussion and seprn4 to boil down to this: a workfmg familiarity with the use '

of the library can serve to achieve oneof the most basic purposes of a liberal
arts college--it can truly "liberate" the student-to be a self - starter.
Bibliographical instruction, wh&la it is accomplishq in the context of a
substantive academic program and is done with practical rather than with mere
formal ends in Mind, really frees the student by awakening her or him to the
possibilities of the scholarly task: The feelint of achievement whenone comes
across a gem of information obtained:only because one knew where to look is in
a very real sense its oyn reward.

Bob Johnstone

(Editor's note: Farber's Friends is an unchartered but acAive1y proseiytizing* '
group. The initiation fee is a written,or verbal,requeit of -4n XarlhPft
iiorarlan for neap in ouiiding liorary use into any course at Earlham. -Mem-
bership is lifetime. For further information call on-Tom, Jim, Phil, Leo,
Hal, or even Evan himself.).
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Bob's generous col:cents and thoughtful'evaluations are very much appreciated.
But I must note that ou hmen.r.s_would Iave been minimal without the
cooperation upport of so many members trf tne am community, both ...

faculty d administration. I don't knob- of any other inst to
- , would hear teaching faculty talking about "the'essential rather than ancillarY

relliftionshipof `th librarylo the classroom" or about the importance or
.
teach-

ing different "ways of knowing"; using bibliographic instruction as one teaching
:method.

It seems to me the next aevilopments we should look toward are: 1) relating
bibliographiciinstruction to those courses or areas not making adequate use of
it now; 2) developing assignMents and course object/ es that will require
students to apply evaluative criteria and critical PT?. Ises to the Choice of
materiels in addition to just learning how to find materials and information.
What boith of these call for, I think,is, asBob states above, "more systematic
interactionetween teaching faculty and librarians at the planning stage of
course development'." There's not much question that the most effective examples
of teaching the use of library resources have en those that were built into a
course, and I think we've only begun to explore ways of,doing this.

The seminar at Jones House was most constructiv tifying. We'd like to
build on it. We will have soon a much more deta led account of its proceedings-
and are working on a compilation of the various applications of bibliographic
instruction in a variety of courses, We'd appreciate comments and suggestions.

'/

4

Evan Farber
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Ecological Biology
Eariham- -Fall 1976 'How,to-Eind Information ill the Library

Depending on the lab section- you are in, you will do this lab 0ork during the
third or fourth week of the term:

Instructor

1E-AWFLI-

Bill Harvey
Lucky Ward.
Bill Stephenia
Margaret Lechnt>

Time and date of library lab Report to ED lab for
library orientation at:

Wednesday Sept. 29 1:00 pmWednesday afte0..pm
Thursday afternoon Sept. 30 2:00 pm
Thursday afternoon Sept. la 1700 pm

*Beta-

Bill Buskirk Monday afternoon 'Oct. 4 1:00 pm
Dale Hoyt Monday .afternoon Oct. 4/

A

1:00 pm
SkipBlancbard Tuesday afternoan Oct. 5 1:90 pm (Dennis 110)

-Dale Hoyt Tuesday afternoon Oct. 5 1:00 pm (Dennis 110)
Jerry Woolpy Tuesday afternoon Oct., 5 1:00 pm (Dennis 110)

The week in which you do not have the library lab, you are to come to you lab at
'opthe,regular time for the start up of the Plant competition experiment.,

efore cdming to the library exercise lab, please purchase at the Bookstore a copy
of the library exercise materials and read the library, handbook which is enclosed
in the bookstore packet. Don't worry if.tM bookstore is out of packets, we will
have extras in lab. But, do bring the $1.25 to pay for it. Bring r"ese materials
to the lab; also bting yours copy of your text.

This lab is intended .to provide you with someexperience and knowledge concerning
the use of the library. These library skills are important: 1) immediately,
because the demands of the course--laboratory preparation, the library examination's,
and just finding information beyond the text imp' lectures,will require you to use
these skills; and 2) in the long rUp, becuase these skills make it possible for you
to independently locate information for personal edification and interest. The

ite9t-of this instruction is to provide you with an introduction to:

1. The physical layout of the WildmanSCience Library. You should be able to go
quickly to the various areas; bibliography area, reference, card catalog,
periodical shlves,-book shelves, and microfilm areas.

2. Beginning library search techniques. What literature sources do you ,consult?
In what orker do you consult them?

3, The use or the card catalog. Why use a subject heading list? How a're trac-
ings useful in theuse of the card catalog?
The.use'of the Scielice Citation Index. How are citations (references) used in
indexing?

5. The use of .Biological Abstracts. What does it index? When do you rise it in
a literaturasearch?, HOw do you handle t dex?

At the beginning ,of the .lab, per
be

,
given you by Tom kirk, along

d, an explanation of the "Guided Exercises" will
th a few other comments on the library.

#

-7AgUrPMEETt3ile:' in-YeLponSe Sheet-a are-au& BY-OF-T4 perioT of-In-T31151:71Int-0eer:---
You should turn in. your sheets at the circulation desk'of the science library. You
should also take the'bTief quiz. The grade" information on this quit will not be
,given to instructors. You 0111 receive the corrected quiz. We will be happy to
discuss the answers with anyone,

'*When library -exams are assigned later in the term, A 1st (Alpha) group

will do theif exam first and the 2nd (Beta) group will do theirs second.
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I

GUIDED EXERCISE FO) LOCATINGBIOLOGICAL LITERAT[RE: GENETICS (1977)

. '46

Class: Fr So. Jr. Sr.

Dath

Tine used to complete 1st sec on; Getting Started: 'hrs.

2nd section; Using the.Subject Card Catalog:

4 3rd section; Reviews: hrs.

4th section; Science Citation Index:

5th section; Bi logical Abstracts: hrs.

TOTAL: hrs.

Please turn in this exercise and your response sheets by , at
the Wildman Science Library circulation desk. (This,isrequired"fop datisfactory
Pcompletion of the course.)

.?

45-1971- -Thomas kfik,13.Cruiiiiid-;-Tridi-anir -7
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The following is a guided exercise intended to show you a method of doing
library research. When you have finished; you shoUld have acquired an introduction

v'to Earlham's Wildman Science-Library and tp'a search.tecnhique which is basic
to most libraryrelearch.

While there ie no literature problem in biology tfiat oen be cohsfdered
typical, it is hopes that the problem used here ilIustrates,themajor aspects
of literature searching teahniques.

111.In additionto this exercise the envelope shout(' contain a copy of
"Reference sources for lifirary.resesrch in General Biology."

The problem to be investigated is:

Raw is chromosome mapping accomplished?
of mapping in detail and include comments on
method is used; also discuss how extensively
applied in Chromoaqme mapping.

Discuss one. method

the reasons this
the technique is

The question is phrased` very simply, ha often rese rch questions use
vocabulary/unfamiliar to you, and frequently undefined, errs turn up in your
reading. In these cases, you should turn to a speciali ed dictionary,, such as
the McGraw-Hill Dictionary of the Life Sciences, Sci/Ref/QH/302.5/M3.

Any library'researChing must be viewed as a linear activity in which the
searcher moves from one state of knowledge to a more advanced one. The researcher
begins from a general point ana works through the search routine, attempting to
become more specific and knowledgeable about his topic. This exercise will
follow-a similar pattern starting with the simple questions of what chromosome
mapping is and what are used to do the mapping. (This exercise breaks
the lineai phenomAnor into three sections: -1. Locating the general material in
tertyiry and secondary sources; 2. Using the citation index method to locate .

primary and never secondary ,sourcesr. 3. Using an abstracting service to survey
the literature).

, The starting point (point of generality) may be at any leVel of difficulty.
It might be,a first grader who wants to know what a -chromosome is, a college
Student beginning in biology who wants to know something about Chromosome mapping,
or fa graduate student who wants to know abbut relative Chromosome location of /

six characteristics in the T4 bacteriophage (a virus that invades bacteria).
In all cases, the person involved will attempt to find information which will
de'elop his understanding and knowledge from the general point of ,departure to
a more specific end.

V

t
-1-



'Section I

Getting Startea

. %
k

The best place to start is your own textbook or an encyclopedia
'd.n the 16rary. Note first a textbook. (See Wilson, Life oa Earth,
on reserve.) Ex-amine its Table of Contents and index, Pinpoint 4
the material on chromosomelMapping.

-
,

What pages in the textbook provide useful information on chromosome
.

(gene) mapping?

1

I.
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The index wider Gene mapping indicates pp. 208-2Z8 are on the tea
related issues are dEecuseed on pp.' 252726Z, 225 -8, and 227-8.

There is no difficulty in- finding the material'in this example.- There
in other cases by a problem. Wherefore, it night be necessary a check the
table of contents or to simply browse through the relevaht cha

Note that at .the;conclusion of each chapter (e.g., Ty. 229) are "Readings."
Whenever you use a text, be on the lookout for these important sources of
'additional material.

Before' proceeding With the) search you should become familiar with three
terms which you may not have heard used in relation to library taterials.
Tertiary, Secondary,-and Primary literature refer to three types of literature
which have varying 'degrees of distance from original scientific research.

Primary literature is a report of research written la the research worker.
Secondary literature is a review or summary of a number of pieces of primary
literature. Therefore, you may have many articles (primary soqrces) which
report on various research projects, and one'or a few summaries (secondary,
sources) which review the primary literature. Tertiary literature is even

. further removed from the original research, but more importantly it was written
for a specific audience or for, a specific purpose. The tertiary literature
category iricluded textbooks, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and handbooks.

.e

tp of literature source is a textbook?
ft/
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Tertiaryo',

Which of the titles listed in the,"Readinv" section (p. 229) the
textbook does the library have? What are their call numberh?

,

(Notes The card catalog is divided into two parts,' The Author -Title
portion is to the left when you enter the library.)'

..e

a

4
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Hayes, W. .

Stahl, P. S.

Hartmczn, P. E.
Jacob, P.

yes:. Sci/QR/73/113/198$
yea,: Seti/QH/431.M.94
#es:, Sci/QH/431/H21,7
yes: SciAR184/Wfl. l3

(ist eJ: only.)

:1

%
In the normal course of doing a search, it Would now be, appropriate Co

study the relevant sections of these books and, if they provided bibliographies
.0 of additional materiel, to'cteck on them. This series of steps can be repeated'

as many' times as is possible and useful. "_ (You, however, should not d2 that
now but instead continue reading here.) The bibliographies inlost sources will
include referenes to a variety, of types of literature: tertiary,ssecofidary,
primary.

Which of the following_ sentences -best- defiriei3-4-iiaiiiii literature ;our-ief
a) Compilatipas of data summarizing experimental work described in
- diverge publications. e
b) 'An encycliipedia; dictionary* or kimilar .typbreference book..

-c) Accounts of original research, written b' the research worker.

311\*

4

4

16

.
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- Prun1..
ary sources are (),accounte o? original research, written by- the'714-,A, earoorr., .;h worker.

r

To summer e brIefly the following
%

points should be made:

a) . A good place to star ilibrary reaarch our or apothe
- 5nowlopedia in the litirgy4_-.

b) Texts frequegeiy contitiObibliogrSphies which are valuable lads to.
addiiional material. '6' Nt.

k

Thereare three categories of literature which one finds ih the library;
:teriiiiryk secondary, ,primary_. The ability to distinguish betwien themand-

.

understand the relationship. sbong them is useful.

Another way to identify useful secondary and tertkary sources in,through the
McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology. Read its annotation in the
other mimeographed handout entitled,-T%ference sources for library research
in. General Biology.'!

Using the,index to the encyclopedia, locate the sections that might be
useful for our topic, chromosome mapping,. List the volume.numbers an pages
wherecthis information ean be found.

A

.
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rolothe index Several potentiaZZy useful section; can be readily identified:.
*.

Chromosome 1:759; 2:612, 613,615, 638; 3:115X119 ; 114401-404.
Mapping human genes 6:574-575

Note thii the vol. 3 itim is starred. This is an indication that the,
most 'complete-coverage of the topic, °Chromosome" is located there..

,

Upon inspection-of the articlei in volumes.1, 2, 3, and 11, we find that
these really aren't'gocid ones, on the topic of chromosome napping and
6:574-575 is only on human gene maps. .!*

Whenever you use an index, do not be satisfied to look up only one term.
Prequently there are related terms, and synonyms which will also lead to useful
information. What other,termsmight be checked? Refer to ehs original problem

*on page 1 to refresh yonr memory.

MIN

14

-7-
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Genes- and Maps or Mairping, are possibilities.

Check these terms in the index for possible articles. To what volumes and
pages are you directed?

-8-
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Gene 2:613 6:168-10
Genetic ng 6:119

M.aP

genetic 114*0:4461
Mapping.

genetic 6:1140012i; 120CL120D, 574

446

5

'Notethe number of subdiviaionaunder '!chromosgpe".apd "Gene." By using
such subdivisions it is frequently psosible- toPinpoint the` information, needed.

Scan quickly the Genetic mapping article on pages 119A -1B0:4yol. 6. Note
the number of SEE references. These can _be very useful in fiteing t6gether
all the information on a broad subject or ih locating more specific material.

After reading thi'inforkation provided by the encyclopedia, one should
use the bibliography associated lap the useful article(s). List those books
in the Genetic capping article4which could be checked for further inforaa5.
(Please note that goat of thdreferences,are to journal articles, or aqicies
from serials, If you are not sure,how you would:tell the diffeieac study the
examples below.)

A 4

Book: Smith, John David e< Life of theKouse,-2nd,ed., 1970.

Journal or serial (1) 'Smith, John 'avid. journal of Biology 45:34- (1970)
article: (2) Smith, John avid. Life ,of the 'House. Journal f

BOlogy:f45:345356 (1970)
(3) SgiEh, John David. Proresi in Biology, vol. 15 1073)

Ilst-those books in the GeOstic napping,articie which could be checked for
further information. ,
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..

A. Kornberg, DNA 4Inthesie, 1974.
J. Tooze, The Molecular Biology of Tumor viruses, 1973.
J.. D. Watson, Molegular Biology of he 'Gene, and ed., 1970.

All the other referincee given'are to journal articles or serials.

Which of these three books 44es the library have? (The 8,440-title
catalog is.near the nain entrance to the library and is attlry-fra
shouts:1100k igo see which of these .the library hAs.)

7

L

A

C

5



'AG library has the Toone and Watson books.

F

This exercise has now completed an illustration of the methods used in
locating general sources, and bibliographit references to other tertiary and

,--secondary sources which thy), provide. These methods have all involved the
use of literature referenceswhIch sore author has suggested are related to

'''sirhat he has been writing about. .fhe card catalog so far has been used only 4.11
a locating device. The exercise will ntni ?Ake up the card catalog as a
subject index.

4
/

' Section I/
Using-the Subject Card Catalog

Library Catalogs and
Subject_

Arrangements k-

As each' voluie is added to the library, it is according to its subject,
allocated an appropriate classification symbol; this gyebol in the Earlham
libraries is a_combination of both le and numbers, and it is printed on
the.spine._of the ,book. The books art'then arranged in order by the classification
symbols. Storage in a library is for the sake of retrieval and broweing. Part
of the librariePs,joh to the accumulationpf appropriate materials, but
more important aspect is the accessibility of those materials. This means
arranging the material, logically and systematically and providing the necessary
key(to the arrangement. The easy retrieval pf books depends on the catalog,
phi is an index to the collection. It is advisable to nee the catalog rather
than go directly to-the shelves, since the catalog represents the entire col-
lection, whereas the books found on the shelTes at any given mothent represent
only a_portion of the collection.

The catalog tells what publications are avail le 1) by a given author,
"and on a given subject. The iuthorTTitle Catirog entries consist of
1) the main entry for' each book, under the Mamma the author; 2) added
entries under subsidiary authorsdpeditors, translators; 3) entries under the
name of important settrof series- of works; and 4) entries. under the title.
It is important to remember dieetbs name under which -a publication is entered
may not be a personal one, brit the name of A:corporate body which is in
certain cases treated as the antfior. Such a corporate body may be ,a government
department, a learned society; an'acsdemic institution, or an international
conference,

0

C
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Each

.

card gives the classification symbol of the publication, so that the
in /rer will be directed to the correct place on the shelves.

Earkham has divided its catalog into two parts: Subject and Author-Title,
and each 'catalog follows av alphabetical arrangement. Our system of subject
headings uses the Library brf Congress subject headings. An elaborate system of
cross-teferences is essential, since references to related subjects are
inevitably' scattered.

Although the main book collection is normally arranged in sequence by
call number

, it is well to realize that the sequence may be broken or
Oianged to suit the particular needs of individual libraries. Ue have blocks
that tell where the materials are located if they are out of sequence. No
natter what the situation, the librarigns are glad to help arty person in the
search for appropriate information; indeed; this is their primary task.

Cali-% number Author Title

ISci.'

Qff \Yetson. James 1 Pr:-

AirAt-11-dar bmifq.* (11-1141--gPIW 1-V41-411.11- AV4-14-
lir Keith Iinl,ertx 2d rd. New Ynrk, W. A. Renjaw70

mir1.1 61".

xxi r oho, tArt 6-1A n
Ir.e.h.., mhitArrnphfrlit rfrencta.

crnii,,E: 2 i'ytn4ricy.. 2 Biological cliemiAtry.

CA i4'3 3.11-3 0 1 n71) A75.211
ISBN 6441.71-N111-n

Uhrary or ron:o-.. roc

?a Tine.

72-134173
MA RC

f

Note ou
Bibliographies

Tracings

tracings are the list of headings under which the book is listed in the
card catalog. They are found at the bottom of each card, forthe book. Those
listed after 'Arabic numerals are to be found in the subject catalog. Those
listed after Roman numetals are given in the author -title catalog.

,What is the. subject heading assigmed to the book by Watson?

-12-
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.

teitetiacr." r
.This simple proCedure of identifying the subject headin (s) assigned;t6 a

book,whiCh you Slrsidi know about has great searching potent al. For now it
is possible to check this subject heading in the card catalog for additional
material.

Does tie library have any other books which have had the same subject
heading, "Genetics," applied to them? Which of these books that werenot located
earlier appear to be of potential uee for study of the topic of chromosome mapping?
(To be useful they should belairly recent publications, last three to five years;hi of substantial size, 200 or more pages; have bibliographies.) List anl:y"
the few best. (Use only thg of catalog. It is not necessary to go'to the V,
shelves.)

.16
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4Advances in Genetics, SciA11/431/A1/A3.

Anfinsenfot relevant
Auerback--Not relevant
Bateson--Too old
Beadle - -Too general

*Bodmeer, W. F., Genetics, Evolution, and hart., Sci/0/4430/1#1.4.
BoydNot relevant
Braun--Too old

BrewbakerNot relevant
1/

British Afueeum--Not relevant
Butler- -Too general

Caspari, E. W., Genetic Organizatios, Sci/QH/43i/C2.58. (Getting dated.
CatchesideToo old
Crew--Too old
Aaubins, R., The Selfish Gene. -?? What is it about?
Dobzhaneky--Too old
Dunh--Not relevant
Ehrlich - -Not relevant

Ephrussi--Not relevant
Falconer, D. S.-4-Too old
FinAam, J. R. S. --Too old
Ford--Not relevant
GoldschmidtToo old
GottliebNot relevant
Grant--Not relevant
Hayes- -Not relevant

HerekowitzToo general
Huxley- -Not relevant

KempthorneNot relevant
KingNot relevant
LernerNot relevant

'Levine, L., Biology of the Gene) SciAH/431/Z4.175
' *Lewis, K. R., The Organization of Heredity, Sci/QH/431/L4.185/1970.

Li--4iot 'relevant

MoOre-,Not relevant

4 MulberCan't tell
Ffeiffer=-Too old

.*Fantecorvo, G., Trends i Genetic Analysis, Sdi/QH/431/r1.54. --While old
and short it is specifically on our &pia: This is a warning that
reading files such as the card catalog is not routine.- Often you
must go against all of the more obvious signals (age, size,;etc.).

RavinNot relevant
Roberts - -Not relevant

Sheppard- -Not relevan't

Sinnott-.7Too old, too general
Srb- -Too general

- Stahl- -Too old

StebbinsNot relevdnt
SturteVatToo general
Swanson- -Not relevant
Symposium- -Not relevant.
Texas- -Not relevant

U. S. Brookhaven, Structure and Function of Genetic, Elements, Sci/QH/431/115--
Too old.

U. S. National Laboratory- -Not relevant
WallaceNot relevant
Watson, J. D. Molecular Biology'of the Gene, Sai/QH/431/W.3.68/1970already have.

'Whitehouse, J. L. K., Towards an Underetandiqg of the hreahanik of Heredity,
3rd ed., Sai/0/430/W4.7/Z973.

Wollimah--Not relevant
214_
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If there is any confusion about what is meant. byl"Genetics," "Genetics -
Addresses, essays, lectures," and "Genetics - History," you need not be concerned
yet. SubdivisioAs will be explained shortly:

These boo s would ordinarily now be checked for usefulness and any additional
bibliographic eads. It is not necessary to do that here. Instead, the.eicercise
will continue study of techniques for using the card catalog effectively.

Note the last card in the catalog under the heading "Genetic psychology."
This type of card is placed throughout the catalog and is important in referring
users tp the Lilly Library when necessary. They are not used unless there
definitely are books in the Lilly Library that have had the particular h7ding
applied to them.

The preceding method of tracing books willnot work if the library does
not have-the books listed in bibliogr6hiet such as those in your.text, or the
encyclopedia. If this happens, it is-necessary to identify your own subject
headings. 3ecause the headings chosen by library patrons are frequently
incomplete and improperly phrased (from the indexer's point of view), and because
theye are frequently related ar synonymous terms one overlooks, you should tee
a list of dearch terms to identify search terms for your search in the
card catalog.

The eighth edition of the Library of Congress list of search terms is
such a source, and contains the headings established and applied by the Library
through December, 1973 Subsequent additions to an4 changes in these headings .

will be found in the Supplements.

On the next page are some examples from the Library of Congress list of.
search terms. These examples are not related'to the genetics topic of the
exercise because they were chosen to exemplify the major points with which
you should be familiar. Yotishould study the page carefully to make sure you
understand what each of the following are and what they mean: main heading,
see also references (sa, see references W, and subheadings. After
you have carefully studied the.page, continue an to the next page where you
will find a few questions which will test whether you understand these terms.
Then the exercise will give you an opportunity to find msterial through the.
catalog on your topic.

C
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Botany (Indirect) (1:11()c

sa Acclimation (Plants)

/

Woody plants

Also divisions, classes, etc.
of the vegetable kingdom,
Algae, .

X Botany - -Phytography

Vegetable kingdom

--Analysis blanks (QK 57)
- -AnatoMy ((IR 641-707)

sa Abnormalities (Pats)

- -Histology <

See Botany-- Anatomy
, Plant tails and tissues

Meristem (QR 725) <

sa Growth (Plants)
Roots (Botany -- Anatomy)

xx Growth (Plants)
Plant cells and tissues

Plant cells and tissues (QK 725)(

ss ChroMitophores
Meristem
Phloem
Plant cell walls
Raphides

Rejuvenescence (Botany)
x BotanyHistology

Tissues, Vegetable
xx BotanyAnatomy

Cells ,

Cytology

SAMPLE ENTRIES FROM THE LIBRARY VCONGRESS LIST OF SUBJEM'HEADING

23
16-

MAIN HEADING

SEE ALSO HEADINGS ,

(These related headings are-of a
more specific nature. They should
be. consulted for more specific
materiel.)

ITADINGS NOT USED IN THE CARD CATALOG
=f

SUBHEADINGS

(These are subdivisions_ of the main

heading: Botany.)

SUBHEADING
k

(But one which it-not used since
SEE REFERENCES follow it.)

MAIN HEADING

MAIN HEADING

SEE ALSO SHADINGS

HEADINGS NOT USED

SEE ALSOHEADINGS
(These are different from the as
headings in that they are more
general. These shdUld be used
when the maip heading '(Plant.
cells . . ) is tot liated.in
the card catalog.) .

4



Bel is a copy of several entries from the search terms
list. Mach the numbered items with the lettered statements below.

Botany--His elogy
See Plant ells and tissues 1..

Plant cells and tissues -2.

sa Meristem 3.

x Botany--Histology
. 4.

xx BotanyAnatomy. 5..

-- Bibltogrnphy \ 6.....

A. Not any of those listed below.

B. A related heading-th-Ar-KAg7iliiila*i:used. It ahoUld be checked
for additional material.

C. Main heading.

D. Subheading under Plant cells and tissues.

1
E.* A broadei heading than Plant cells and tissues. It should be

checked if the card catalog contains nothing under Plant cells
and tissues.

P. Cross reference from a possible heading to the actual heading.

-17-
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Two other aspects. of the subject heading. -list should be nated:

Class Ambers. (Call numbers) ,sc

Many of the subject headings are followed by Library of Congress class
.

numbers which generally represent the most, common aspect of a subject (e.g.
Meristem (Q1K,725) several aspects of a subject, are covered by different

-melees numbers, a

the

are qualified by 4 term indicating the specific
-discip ine to the distinctioP; e.g.,Shellfish_(CoOkery, TX 75; Public
heal Shellfish as food, TX 317; Zoology, QL 401 -445).

,-If your subject helding happens to have a class-number after it, one can
avoid the card catalog entirely and go directly to the shelves and browse.

Form Bleedings.

I

."

C

Mar0 headings may be divided by several lends of.esubdivisions (e.g., on
page 16 oi\the exercise "Anatomy" Under "Boility")% Those found appropriate to
a main heading are listedunder that heading, following the cross references.
Subdivision# of general application are listed below. They may be used under
stheadin

Addresses, essays, lectures

For addresses, essays, or lectures, whether issued singly and dealing
with the subject as,A whole or in general terms, or in collections by
one or more authors with various aspect's or branches of a subject.

Bibliography
6

Case studies .

Collected-works

-Ordinarily for works of one author. In certain cases, especially~
Under scientific and technical headings, the subdivision Collected
works used-for works by one or more authors, e.g., Science-Collected
works.

Collections

Ordinarily for publicati ons containing works by different authors. In
certain cases, however, especially under scientific anditechnical headings,,
the subdivision Collected works is used for collections of works by
either one or several authors in order to avoid suggesting a work on
collections of objects.

Congresses .

Dictionaries
Directories'
Exhibitions
Film catalogs-

Handbooks, manuals, etc.
0 .

History

For all works except *se dealing with 1 'mature and erusic;*for which
History and Critirits is used. .

25



Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Periodicals
Societies, etc.
Statistics
Study and Teaching
Yearbooks ,

Before actually using the library of Congress Subject Headings book, an
analysis of the topic should be undertaken. Combining the general knowledge
gained from reading the textbook, the McGraw-Hill gaszminswesaa article and
other sources, one finds the following area to be of interest: Mapping of
chromosomes of fuhgi using mitotid recombination. The key words or subjects
contained in this capsule, statement are:

mapping k.

chromosome'

chromosome mapping (reading revIals gene mappinpis used syrionymoutly.)
fungi'

Aspergillus (fungal organism moat frequently Used in mitotic
recombination work.)

yeast

Check the key word "Chromosome Mapping" in the LC Subject Heading to find
what the search term is and if there are any related terms that might be useful.
What is the proper search term? Are there any'related terms that might be useful?.
Remember, you are tryinvto match your key word with a list of search terms
which may not contain exactly the right headig. It may, therefore be necessary
to scsn'the list in the area of chromosomal . .5. chromosome-a'. . chronic/woes.

L

I
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Chromosome mapping

J

Chromibmes (QH 605)

ea Allelomorghiest

r

Croseing over (Genetics)

-o

Lingage (Genetics)
xx Heredity

4.*

I,

"ChromosoineMapping" ir the proper,search
term which is closest to the .tirpicdesired. Related-terms are "Linkage (Genetics)," and,the more general term"Chromosomes".

Check under the search terms "Chromosomes", "Chromosoie Mapping" and,"Linkage (Genetics)" in the subject card catalog and list the usdful titles.

-

`ft
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Chromosome mapping - Nona

te

Chromosome:
-White, Mehae4 *ranee Denham, The ChromOeomes 9oi-eN/800/1e.8/1973

plinkag* - None

Whatare the actual iierch teres'for the keyAvorde eitotic recombination,fting, yeast?

fr t
a
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OOrreot Pm of the key words is:

mitotic recoiabination: PRitosie" or "Cell division (Biologye

ftngi: "FUngi",-"EWngo1 genetics"

yeast: "Yeast"

c

%fthese search terms were checked in the Subject Catalog the following

useful titles would be foiinds:
a

C6Il division (Biology) -nothing useful

Fungi
Ainsworth, G.C., The ,Fungi, StiftilK/603/A5.2 ,

Roper, 3.R., Genetics of Sexuality in Higher, Fungi, Sci/CM/601/R3

Yeast
Recent Trends in Yeast Research',, 9cl/14R/151/R4 -

. ,

The, developulent of a list of search terms may seem to have been belabored

in this instance and perhaps it. was. The most important secondary sources

Fontecorvols Trends in Genetic Ahalysia and Watson, Molecular Biology of the Gene

were-found very early in ourisearch. This is frequently not-true, therefore, this

exercise tias attempted to show what you.shouid do when you are attempting to find

a good survey of the topic which you wish to study.

The list of books we have d6veloped provides a substantial list of tertiary
and secondiary sources useful to this topic. Normally the next step is to sift

through the material you haYe collected and to pick out the important information
and bibliographic sources that lead \additional information.

When you have Linished evaluating all the material so far gathered, you will

; have a good basic understanding -of the topic and can then proceed to fill in the
gaps or to follow up some specialized aspect of the topic. You are not actually

to do this as part. of this exercise. In.your actual, searches some of ehe above

steps may prove fruitless. -Do not .get discouraged. In each library research ;-

project you are lltfund to meet blind alleys. The library user is ctrged to be

patient and methodical in doing a search. Whenever the system proves unusable,

.ask fir help frwm the reference librarian. the -is an expert in how the system

operates and this is best qualified to guide you through the maze.

O

,
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Section '3

Review

.

.,
. ...., .

Since textbooks, and othei monographs take two and sometimes three years to,
get publiehed,,Oe reference% incinded in_their bibliographies are usually
several years old. Furthrmore, the treatment of the subject in the text ,

ay/
''will n t take into account recent research: It is therefore necessary for you

to f d ways to get into the more current research literature. One of these
w which use indexes td the research literature will he discussed in Sections
4 and 5. However', those indexes will be easier to use if you firsthave some*
knowledge of the research _literature of the last few years --the literature
Which is .not covered by tdIfiexteand'manOgraphs you have located in Sections,
1 and 2 of this exercise.

In order to cloie the gap between the older text materials and the ,most
recent research listed:in indexes and abstracting tools, ,t is necessary and
useful, to read exttcles from review serials.* These publications are usually
published .quarterly, semi-annually, annually, or biannually. Each issue of
these serials.- consists of several articles which review `the recent research. on
a specific topic. To do,the review, the author has compiled a selected
bibltegraphy, sometimes reaching 400 citations in length, of recent research
articles on the topic. The author then summarizes the direction of the research;
tie problems explored, the issues resolved, and those unreaolved. Often these
-articles are critical and'are usually particularly good at stating where the
field is An its development. It isthfs-last characteristic which is responsible
for the often used description, "state-of-the-art" reviews. I

Because the review serials cover broad, topics or subjects, you usually
will not be aware of then'during the' early stages (Sections 1 and 2) of your
library search., Furthermore, they are scattered about the library depending on
whether they are periodical:I ar annuals. We. therefore have made d list of the
most iuportant review serials and included_ii in your "Bibliography of General
Reference Sources for gcological Biology"..

Check pages 10 through-13 of your bibliography and list the review serials
which cover general fields of Which your topic is a part.

4 °
*Serials are any cpntittuing publication, published under one distincti;/e

title, Stich things as newspapers, magazines (periodicals, journals).annual
reports, irregular bulletinsv etc, are all serials. -tezines, also called.
.petiodicals or jou

iraals are serials but of a special type. They are seriali
issued at tegular'intervals,,at least twice year;'

C

ti
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The review serials that Mai a6ntain articles on the topic of mitotic
recombination as d method for chromosome mapping in Angi:

Ameiaan cientist. Periodical,
Quarters Review aBiolo Periodical.
Advances in Genetics. S QR/431/111143.
7,7171745T-Wiew aCematica. Sci/QH/431/Al/A6.4.
KrifiTatio Amman, Periodical.

Remember that the &cope of there serials may 4gluite broad, but the individual
articles will,be specific and cover only a very limited-topic.

kThe review series are not sheIved/tbgether. lour bibliography will indicate
the location: Periodical means it is in the bound periodical and/or microfilm
collection (see floor plan for location); Sci/ followed by a call number means
iE is in the regular colleqtion (see floor plan for location). Note the arrange-
ment of the volumes. .

Do they all heme-individUal volume subject indexes?

I

410
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Yee, th?y aZZ hake individual volume indexes.

Which ales have cuslulatiVe subject indexes?

ONE

4
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American Scientist has an index covering the period 14464973.
Advances in Genetics has an index for volumes Z.-l6 (19484971) in voime /6.
Saventl.B5740ncrimin has an index covering 29484974,
Annual Review giCenotias has a claseif list ofaittes for the last five

years in each volume, but those should relied on as detailed subject indixes.

Check Advances inGenetics (Sci/QH/431/Al/A3) and the Annual Review of
Genetics (Sci/QH/43175:07574) for the years since the writing of the most recent
secondary ',gourds on your topic. (In this case the'most recent useful source
you have sb far tome across is Pontecorvo's Trends in Genetic Analysis,
published in 1958. Remember we said that it takes several years to get a
book published, therefore it would be a good idea to Check the review serials
from 1956 to the present.)

Aie there any useful reviews, or parts of reviews on the topic chromosome
mapping in fungi using genetic recombination in any of the two serials listed
above? List the useful articles.

4.

3`>
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Advances in in Genetics (Sci/QH/43Z/AZ/A3) volume 6 has an article on mapping,
but in NeurospC7Ar, not Aspergillus, but volume .9 has an article by Etta KaAr on
nAn 8-Chromosome nap of Aspergillus nidutans.n You may also have-found an
article by G. Pontecorao, also in volt.WW1T7-This article is extremely useful,
however, you likely did not find it in the cumulative index because the index is
based only on the terms in the titae of dice articles which in this class are
not4the ones undei which you would Look. This is a technique of indexing,
key word indexing, about which you will learn more later.

Annual Review Genetics (Sci/QH/43401/A5.4), the 2971 and 1972 volumes hc,hvmaterA7Cori human c eamernapping (pp. gl-120), the 2970 volume has an
article on fungal genetics that briefly die:cusses gene mapping (p. 363), the
t969 volume has information on chromosome mapping in wheat (pp. 462 -483), and
the 4967 v4Ume has another artiels of fungal genetics which contains information
on recombination in Asperoillus rpp. 215)., but none of these articles specifically
covert mapping in Aepergillue using recombination.

air

- In a normal search these reviews should now be carefully.sUr,Feyed for
useful information and citations to add to a growing bibliographyof periodical
articles on your topic.

In concluding Sections 1, 2, and 3,the following points need to be made:

1. The objective of the search to this paint has been to get background information;
and the identification of the one or two,most up-to-date articles or books that
'review all the important subject material related to your topic. If this is
accomplished; you will save yourself a tremendous amount of time and work. In

.4.ihe case of this topic, pontecorvo's book (p. 14) and article (p. 28), and,Kafe
article (p. 28) are the best available. With these reviews, it is unnecessary
excipt for elaboration on a given point, to go back in time in any further
fiterature search beyond .1958. Thus you can concentrate your searching to
the years 1959 to date.

2. These sections have, illustrated the use of the McGraw-Hill Encycloped1
use of the, card catalog as a locating tool, the identification of search ta
for a search of the subject card tatalog, and the use of annual reviews. T46/47:*:"
search for basic summaries on the

sic
chromosome mapping is completed. The

rest of the exercise deals with ing and nerfpwing the topic.

-27-
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SiCtion IV
Using a Citation Index

Secondary and tertiary sources review literature only to a specific-date,
just priof to its date of publication. When doing research it is important to
up-date the_literature found from the time of publication of the review to the
present. Not only will this up=date existing knowledge, but also it will indicate
new research and new controversies crier old interpretations of experimental
data. Furthermore it will help to narrow the topic. It is impossible for you
to deal with the subject in an encyclopedia fashion as Pontecorvo or Kafer, for
example. You must choose a specific topic and focus; on the primary literature which
discusses it in detail. The cmickest way to find new information on an
idea in an article is to use a citation index. In the sciences-the Science
Citation Index (S.C.I.) indexes the major periodicals of biology, medicine,
physics, chemistry, psychologf, geology, mathematics,snd technology.

Two of the best summaries on the topic, of mitotic recombination as a metbod
for chromosome mapping in-fungi are G. Pontecorvo's "Genetic Analysis Based on
Mitotic Recombination," Advances it Genetics 9: 71-104, and-Etta Kafer's "An
8-Chromosome Map of Aspergillus nidUl7-74vances in Genetics 9: 105-145, Sci/
QH/431/Al/A3/1958. Using Pontecorvo (pp. 71-73) and Kafer (pp. 105-6) and
their bibliographies, develop a bibliography exclusively and specifically on

4the topic of fungal chromosome Mapping by mitotic recombination. To do this,'one
must read carefully the pages that pertain and select those sections, paragraphs,
or even just sentences that are related to fhe topic. Then note the bibliographic
references that are cited with important sections. For example, the paragraphs
below are part of Kafer's *&--Chromosome Map of Aspergillus nidulans.'}
Careful reading orthe paragraphs tells you that Roper, 1952, would discuss
mitotic segregation in Aspergillus. By checking the bibliography at the end of
the article, the item can be identified and sought out. The objective in reading
the review carefully select only the most relevant useful articles.

Kafeci-"An'a-Chromosome trap of haperiillua nidulans "
Advances in Gene \ ics 9.: 105-145. tigf York, Academic Prese, 1958.

I. INTRODUCTION

In f per i es with a sexual cycle, location of markers and establishMent
of linkage groups is carried out by means of meiotic analysis. Meiotic
moping is laborious, however, when a species has a large number of
chromosomes or Mien, as in Aspergillus nidulans, most chromosomes
have long maps. This is espeCially true at the beginning of the analysis.
In the first crow's of A. nirlulans, for example, about 20 markers were
used but only 2 small linkage groups wercifound (Pontecorvo, 1053).

Mitotic segregatign in diploids of Aspergillus nidajan,'s (Roper, 11)52)
offers the possibility of mapping by means of mitotic recombination. Two
pnwex.ws of mitotic segregation have -been found (Pontecorvo el al.,
1950: mitotic emceeing -over, as analysed by Stern (1036) in Drosophila,
aual "haplalization," a proerss of somatic reduction. In asexual species
of filamentous fungi mitniic mapping is the only method available
(Pontecorvo 1051, 195(1), but evett4n species with a sexual ,eyele mitotic
analysis may (militate napping.

35
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Complete the reading of this section of Kaker (pp. 105-106) and Pontecorvo
(pp. '1-73) and critically select any other useful references. What are they?
RemembEr what the speciffc topic is. (Because,'no doubl4 several people will want
the book at ofe time, copies of the relevant sections and its bibliography are
on reserve.

. -29-
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Your list should include some of the °Mowing:

From Aafer:,

Roper, J. A., Z952. Experientia Z4-Z8.
).

Pontecorvo, G., Z954. CaryolvOia Silppl, 8: 192-200.

From Pontecorvo:

Roper, J. A., 1952. Experientia 8: 1448.
Pontecorvo, G., 1954. Camologia S4Fpl. 8: Z92-200.
Kafer4 E., 1958. Advances to Genettcs 9: 105-145.

The others either do not cover Aspergillus or are made obsolete by
this article.

f

A

Using the Serials* DrawerS in the upper right portion of the Author-Title
Catalog, check to see if the library his any of these. p

Which of these does the library have?

4

*Serials are any continuing publication, published under one distinctive
title. Such things as newspapers, mazagines ('.periodicals, - journals),
annual reports, irregular bulletins, etc., are all serials.' Magazines, also
called peiiodicals or journals, are aerials but of a special type. They are
serials issued at least twice a year.

-30-
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Roper. No.

Pontecorvo. No.
&Am Yee. You should recognize that this is the other article

you are readimg.

Read_the following paragraph, then look carefully at paged 33 and 34.,
-

The fbllowing is adapted from Bottle, R. T., The Use of Bi
Archon Books, 1967. A citation in is defined as a eompilati
references under each of'which there is a list of the documents
appeared. The Science Citation Index has listed all-the referenc
from all the articles published in a given year in the most import
which cover the whole field of science. These are listed in an al
sequence by the first author's name; where several papers by the s
cited, these are listed in chroniological order. Under each citation
listed alphabetleAlly by (first) author the articles that 'cite! the
together with bibliographic details of the articles.

o ical-Literature,
of cited
ere it

(citations)
t journals
abetical
author were

there are
eference,

.7
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SCIENCE CITATION INDEX (SCI)

(How to use it)

Starting point for searches in ihe,SCI is a speciftc
work. For example suppose you are interested,in,:the .,

subject. of.Urey's articie:

you

few in meteorites."

Lifelike Forms in Meteorites
Are fossils present in carbonaceous meteorites? The

-evidence is suggestiiie but as yet inconclusive.

At, a meeting held 1 May 1962 at
the New York Academy of Sciences,
i group of resented dealing

,

Harold C. Urey

than the 1700 particles per milligra
claimed by the Fordham groDp

mentioning my early skepticism it
Bard to the whole matter and my,
gestion that additional experiment:
hydrocarbons extracted f tom
meteorites be made by spertrosc
methods, to, supplement the mass
trographic analyses. In New You
October 1961, Nagy had shown
chemical and mineralogical data p
ing to the possibility that there

n, lire processes on the mete
pfitent body (indications of liquid gm

C Urey. Seionce 137, 623-623 (1962)

In the SCI, this subject is identified by the'specific
citation: .

UREY H

..-

32

137 623.
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Beneath this specific citation is the list of citations
for the latest papers on this topic-publisheCtn the

particular annual .or quarterly, period indexed. BilOw is.

a selection from the 1965 SCI showing the list of

citations citing Urey. (NOTE: Urey has written more
than one article which were cited in 1965. Each

newTarticle.is.represented by a series of daihes rather
than a repitioh of his name.)

UREY GEOPHYS RES

ANDERS E SPACE SCI R

-----------------=66-ENDEAVOUR
FORD'BJ SPACEFLIGHT

2- SCIENCE

MUELLER G NATURE

ARNOLD JR ASTROPHYS

64 1721

3 583 .

19 74

65. . 7'' .13

137 -623

L 65 205 1200

197 228

65 141 1348

e R indicaterlhat Anders'
article is a Review. For
others letters see inside front
cover of any-ScDissue.

To find the full title, coauthors and bibliographic

data for,the citing work look in the Source-Index under
the.author s-name:

MUELLER FH MUELL CO

3168280 US (i patent) 65 P f 1R FE8'2

MUELAgE :CTS G SUBAC EA-

205 200 65 L lOR N4977 62558
INTERPRETATION OF MICRO-STRUCTURESIN

CARBONACEOUS METEORITES

-33.40



Normally you would check any of the important references on your-topic
that you'identified in the secondary. sources' all years of S.C.I., from the
time the."refeTeeced sirtjele was published up. to the present. However, to rake
the exeYcise less tedious and lengthy, you'are asked to check only one year.

psing the article listed below and following the steps illustrated on.
pages 33 and 34, establish which article cited it. Write down only the last
two articles listed.

A.

a

B., 1958. Advandes in Genetics 9: 105-145. check in 1967 S.C./).04,

i
t
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Dorn, G.L. Genetics 6711 56 619
Lhoas, P. Genet Res ,, -67 ZO 45

"1... ,

)

With the 1970 volume, the format of the Science Citation Index was changed. .-Belowire the examples of the two formats.

OLD FORMAT ../---
,,

JONES EA 65-SCIENCE ------------- 158 1543BROWN LE J ECON ENT 67 42 31HALL BF' J MAMMAL 67 28 i, 02
66-J UP ZOOL-----------

, 49 120

0
J 411111)-42 461ECON ENT 67

NEW FORMAT
0

JONES EA
65 SCIENCE 158 1543

BROWN LE . J.ECON ENT
HALL BF J MAMMAL

S..

66 J EXP ZOOL 49 120
SHALL LG J ECON ENT

- -42

-28

..
391 67
42 67

'42 461 67

LObk up this same;Wer article in the 1974 volume of Science Citation Index.
Who has cited her 1958 Advances in Genetics article?

. N

4

I
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..

Upsholl A GaeYTCS 78 Z9 74 .
.

' .

(You may wonder why this is listed, since the Wer"citation above itis to vol:- 9, page Z01 and not page 105:- We must assume that the -parsoncitinglWer Upshot; made a mistake74 his bibUography. griore-of this
are not caught by the publishers 0'849.1'4 :

aisin RH ar=BAOT 119 778 74Ma-09Z , czar=
.

_77 il 74

Science Citation index is p9b4shed quarterly. To bring your bibliography-even more up-to-date, check, the first quarter issue of the current yeas,

Has Kafer's 1958 article been Cited? By bow many authors?

e-
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_

There its referetbe listed in the first quarter of the 1977 .endex.
.L2

a,.

Beick'is a lift of articles found in.Science Citation Index, 1967,1ohiCh
cited tafer's 1958 article. Using the "Source index, find the titles of the
following articlest

00' in du '1967' So lee Indus

Dorn GL
Lhoas P

GENETICS 67 1 56 619
GENET 'RES 67 ICI 45 .

/-401e.

ta



4.

4.

In the 1987- Source index:

Dorn, CL, "sA revised ms of 8 linkagilirovros of Aspergillus nidutans."
Lhoas, F; "Genetto amalysta by means of paraeexmareycle in Aepergillue niger."

4
Like the "Citation Index" the "Source index"-alsochanged format in 1970.

Below is' 8a entry from the "Source Index" in each format.

OLD FORMAT
-.

STEER RP MGM AR -

CAN J CHEM 46 2878 68 N 6R N17 89074
REACTIONS OF HOT HYDROGEN ATOMS IN MERCAPTAN ETHYLENE SYSTEMS

M FORMAT

STEER RP

KNIGHT AR-REFTIONS OF HOT HYDROGEN ATOMS IN MERCAPTANETHYLENE SYSTEMS.
CAN' .7 Chi 46 2878 68 N 6R N17

`Nov identify the title of the following 1974 article which citer Kafer.

Ma GCL GENETICS 77 11 74

-38-
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Genetic- analysis, of reciprocal tramelocation T2 (I- -VIII) of Aspergillue
using technique of mitotic mapping infp'homozygous trans location diploids.

Does the library have the journals in which these three articles were
published? (Dorn, 1967, Genetics 56: 619; Lhbas, 1967, Genet Res 10: 45;
Ma, 1974, Genetics 77:11-.

c,

4G



.Dorn: yes

noas: no
Ma: yes

They were found by checking the "Serials" drawers of the card slog.,

The use of theScience Citation Index can be very frustrati
locates too many unrelated articles, or too many that Eariham
However,. it is a very simple systemiwhiCh requires little sub
and can be accomplished in a short amount of time. In addit
system that goes forward in time. That is, it is the only
you to start with an older article and come forward toward the present. --

because it
des not have.

ct background
on, it is the only
thod that permits

Section V
The Use of Biological Abstracts

Abstracts are summaries of publications or articles along with-complete
bibliographic information. Biological Abstracts (B.A.) is an abstracting and
ind'exing service which' surveys the world s scientific Iiterature in biology and
related fields. It it a massive item covering some.130,000 bibliographic items
.(periodical articles, review articles, symposium papers, and books) each year.
The abstracts are num6ered coniecutively from the beginning of each volume. The
abstracts in each issue are arranged under broad subject headings.

Biological Abstracts is used primarill in research where the latest
information is necessary. 'It may-also be used for collecting a bibliography, for
a review of a subject. You might think that the use of Science Citation Index
(S.C.I:) provides a complete index for new material, and that B.A. will duplicate.
Experience shows, however, tlat this is not the case. One investigation on eke
topic of endoplasmic reticulu6 found 92 articles using both systems. Only one
title was found in both B.A. and S.C.I.

Effective use of Biological Abstracts requires considerable experience and
a thorough knowledge of the subject being studied. Thrtemainder of the exercise
will attempt to show you the art of using the key word index of Biological
Abstracts.

Biological Abstracts issues consist bf a series of abstracts (see example 1
below) and five indexes. When the issues are bound the indexes are removed from
the-IMividual issues and saved until the. publisher issues the .cumulative
indexes. Twos of the indexes will be'the most useful to you. One is simply an
author index (see example 2 below), the other is the or Biological
Abstracts Subjects In Context (see example 3 below).

-40-
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B1OLOECAL ABSTRACTS

sleets at ibt, d the unoerwater period snowed a decrease ismaximal ratory and expiratory flow rates and as increase Inpuha resistance daring tidal breathing compatible with thet. eased pct density. During the 2 mo. underwater period, a
statistically sicrittcant Increase occurred in vital capacity; to 'dittos
maximal midiespiratory flow rate sad maximal voluntary ventilatloa
showed an upward trend in two obfects. Poste-ripe:sure measureeuesta
of bang volumes, Sang mechanical properUes, and diffusing =Danny
bidlcated Out :wither deleterious effects now adaptive changes to the

occurred from the chronic exposure involved la this study.
Howerver, the revolts do sagest Oat increased streeph of the reeptra-1
tory_swascles developed daring the underwater period secoodary to
exercise ani physical traistag.

3?38. RAMON, PETER G. (Aeromed. Res. Lab., Hollonzaa
Air Force Base, New Her.., USA.) Pressure dynamics to thoracic
aorta Ming Etnear deceleration. IAPPL PR7/110L 234 7.
TI35.--Abrupt deceleration in the long Ms of the body (Gz) may
pis trap:We reptyre of the aortic arch and deuces:log Wrack Iaorta. The relatioeship between thoracic aorta trassionzal pressure
and rupture of the thoracic arterial vasonlatare was examined doing
a series of controlled decelerations. Anesthetized beagle dop were
restrained in form-fitted coaches and exposed to bead first impact
(GO over a ranges:1 a-0) g. Thoracic aorta and trier:pies:rat
pressures were measured by chromeany implanted strata-pop
pressure trapdxers. At impact there was a prom:Meet, sb2rt-
daratiaa pressure spike to the aortic pressup wave. The =pito:*
of the pressure peak increased as a linear I:melon of peak force.
latritsleural pressure also increased as a forscUoa d g forte. The
Ong Up:mural pressure Matted an oscillatory fluctuates
over the period of impact sock that an initial rise In trantanral
pressure was temsediztely followed by a rapid datinution. During-Gs Impact the tramitent increase to aortic pressure Is compensated
by a suesessest rise Ix tntrapieural pressure. Yucalar raptures
which occurred Is these studies were probably doe to violent biential
displacement d the catelse mass and thoracic viscera.

Example 1: abstracts.

Here we see the end of one

abtract and the beginning of

another. Note the new abstr-

act begins with a number.

This is the,"address" for

the abstract and is used in

the indexes to refer to the

particular abstract. Also

note the arrangement of the:

parts of the abstract.

Example 2: author index.

The index simply-lists authors' last names and initj44.
All authors of an article are indexed not just the first
author.

EYSTIGNEEVA N A 39272
EYSTIGNEEYA I G 38741
EVT 110.107 P M 40006
EWALS M 36431
EVAN St C 36040
EWENS J 3515 8

* EWING L L 38472
EYSSEM H 3101
EYST ER al E 38442
EZEittEL A 0 39985
E ZERSRII R F 39146-
EZRIN C 36928

ULTIPLE LISTING 384"

F

Fall AMER J
FACIISENI G
FROMM! R
FADHEL N
FACER E y

FAGG 8 A
FAGRAEUS A
FAIRFIELD F G
FAIRLEY J S
17AIRLIE J C
F$IVISHEVSKIt V

' AMMAN A II
FAA! 4,

36378
39179
39261
37691
35584
38677
40795
38198
35056
35664
37970

A.

MULTI-AUTHOR PAPER

tXkoPrtru 011

FERRARESI R it 39056
FERRARI E 3 713
FERRARI F 364 2
FERREURA DE MENEZES

3 630
FERRIS C 0 6159
FEStJS L 38946
FETTERMAN G H 36679
FEUCHT G 35963
FEUSTEL G 36697
FICH4OZHYAN S 40843
FIELD A C 38604r
FIELDING J N 37886
FIERRO-8 ITEZ R 36927
FIEVE R 37954
F I GUER 11 G V 39258
FIGUE A MARRS:K/01N H

39284
FIG ROA P 40382 ,
Ft TCHEYA L F 35285
F ATOVA I A 37832

37 971
36037
40319
37359
40014
3863$

ILER L J JR
FILHO E
FILIPESCU A
FILIPPOVA R I

\MAINS 0
FILKINS J P
FINCH A J JR
FINCH C E
FINCH W

FROM S H

FRORETA L V
FROWNING K H

RONK E
OSOLONO N F

FA COUTAZ
FRO
FROM
F RUNS

N R A -
RRF ER Hs

ROMANENKO A
ROMANENKO E
RORANESCU C
RORANISOW
ROU,NOV V
RCIMANT S EV E F
RCPIERO J N
ROMERO at A
RONSI1ERG N k --
ROOS R 36

38480
38623
35094'
38717
35706
38299
37063
37342
37121

37191
38922
37481
40239

8741

41
48

4

WALLY P

GAMBOA R
GARBURG R it
GAMERO G
GANDHI S S
GAME SAN A 7
GANGL BERGER J A
GANGULY O K
GANT ER it -4t

38834
38778
37287
3760[
4061

39266
RULL I ER F 40482
RUSIBERGER E- 36187_
RUNKE A IS L 37165
RUMMER H L 3%2:
RUNEDERG I 37611
RUNKOV S V 38141
RUPPRECHT E 18532
RUSAROVA S A 35589
RUSANOY A N 3727G

ASIOA



An

'Example 3: isubjectindex.

MODIFYING
TERMS

C

A1so,,called a key word index because it is constructed
from the *portant _(key) words from the title of the
article. Original terms used by the author remain unchang-
ed. In addition, key terms are provided by the scientific

editorial staff and added at the end of the title.
Each line in the index represents a nat title which _cop-

tainiTRe key word being alphabetized.

SEARCH TERM *
rOR id HISTAMINE TESI'fT4

THE BIOSYNTHESIS 00
'X FLUORD ACETATE ON THE

ESSURE VENTILATION IN
'ER A TEST OF CARDIO
RATE AN ASITDRUG/
ETRIC METHOD ECT OR
UATION OF THE 0 0
.514LTS OBTAINED/ CHRONI
Pr/-GASEOUS-EACHARGE ANd
LICACID CYCLE ENZYNESR

AGELAIUSPHOENICE1
LOGICAL CHANGES IN

X HUMAN/ HEART RATE ANO

MT
ED CARDIO VASCULAR
T I SPORTSMEN! CAROL
DIOGRAN/ THE EFFECT

:IVE EFFECTS OF SPECIE!
THOQONTIA

THE INTERACTION OF TH
/ INTERACTION OF GROW
CS Of INSTITUTIONALIZE
IBS/ PLACEMENT OF AWL
xsTITUTIONALIZED RENT
RUSTS OF INFANTS PERT
ysTEX DISORDERS/ RENT

SOME/ A MENTALL
R USE WITH THE MENTALL
DCASULARY TEST MENTALL
STRACT/CM TEST MENTALLt
IIENCY IN A PATIENT WIT,
FIFUGUS/ CARBON 01 OXIDE
ERAL INHIBITION OF FROG,
.ARIS LAMINAE PIGMEIITOSI
t AND EVOKED ACTIVITY Of
MODYNANOGRAPHIC METHOD
CCLUSION OF THE CENTRA

CHOREA HUNAN/ CENTR-
ALPHA'" GIOGRAPHY OF HEREDITAR
tETZZED ARY TAPET

TH ER Pm k
PHOSPHORYLATION In THE
ULAR-DYSTROPHY Of

CRYOPEXY UPON I
/ DIAMETERS Of T

SE EMSORBICULAR!
Ttwive

EspiRATORY DISEASES HUNAN/ ACETYL C
RESPIRATORY_ ENZYMES IN YEAST SACCHAR
RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE TN MICE AND RAT
RESPIRATORY FAILURE HUMAN! CHEST PHI
RESPIRATORY FUNCTION HUMAN PNEUMDGRA
RESPIRATORY FUNCTION IN MODERATE SCH
RESPIRATORY INHIBITORS ON THE OxICIAT

INSUFFICIENCY IN CHILORE
INSUFFICIENCY IN SILICOT

RE TORY MECHANISM IN ANESTHETIZE
RESPIRA METABOLISM IN VIRUS TREE
RESPIRATORY ETABOLISm OF SEEDS 6Ewi
RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OF THE RED WI
RESPIRATORY ORGANS OF EXPERIMENTAL A
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE CORRELATIONS IN
RESPIRATORY RESPONSES DOG POTASSIUM
RESPIRATORY RESPONSES TO GRADED POSI
RESPIRATORY STIMULANTS ON NEW WORN I
RESPIRATORY STIMULATION AND OF MENTA
RETAINED TEEM HUM/ SURGERY AND OR
RETARDANT C DROCNOtINE CHLORIDE WIT
RETARDANT i TEMPERATURE IN
RETAROAT NTELLIGE
RETARDATE FRO STATE INSTITUTIONS
RETARDATES / PERCEPTION OF LIKE
RETARDATION /ON THE SOMATO PSYCHIC 0
RETARDATION DUE TO GERMINAL MATRIX
RETARDED BOY WITH A RING EI8 CHROMO
RETARDED CHILDREN/A SHORT FORM OF T
RETARDED CHILDREN/ COMPARATIVE STUDY
RETARDED CHILDREN/ NOTE ON THE PREDI
RETARDED GROWTH HYPO GONADISM HYPO G
RETENTION A MECHANISM OP-AMMONIA TOL
RETINA UNDER CONDITIONS OF DARKNESS
RETINAE OF H SJOGREN HUMAN/ RETICULA
RETINAL AND GENICULATE GANGLION CELL
RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION DURING AN
RETINAL ARTERY HUNAN/ ELECTRO RETINO
RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION IN GYDENHAM
RETINAL DEGENERATIONS HUMAN ELECTRO
RETINA DEGENERATIONS HUNAN/ HEREDIT

LINBUS' IN OLD PEOPLE HUMAN/
RETINAL MITOCHOHORIA FRO* AILOXAN DI
RETINAL PIGNENT EPITHELIUM OYSTROPIII
RETINAL YASCULATURE DOG! EFFECTS OF
RETINAL VESSELS IN DIABETIC ANO NORM
RETIND TEGMENTAL PROJECTIONS IN THE
KFTTlionwrc AV THE Fait " 0MBRYD/

t t

36620
39813
37999
36606
36221
39545
39779
39089
38117
36588
40240
39780
38153
37978
35378
37672
36189
37912
37286
37118
39835

37570
39395
37569
37424
37571
35320
37568
37566
37567
36767
38111
37146
37169
37801
16333
36356
36332
37164
35347
37167
36825
37169
36329
36814
37198_
38482

101171110Ni-HOMAN FL
.NESS ADAPTATION EL,
TERA BOMBYCIDAE ELI
NS OF THE HUMAN ELE
PRESSION On THE ELE°
L ARTERY HUNAN/ ELE
0 METABOLISM OF RET
NO WITH THE PRE ALBt
PTAKE AND METABOLISM
PROLIFERATIVE DIABEI

HE RESPONSE OF DIABEI
pAcTsrA METHOD OF If
SMOOTH MUSCLE DOG PEI
ImFDONATION BAZAAR 0
A MANUAL ON METHODS r
SPHINCTER OF ODDI US
(US AUREus ANTIRIOT`
DESIA BY ANTERO LAT
Y OF FLUOTHAHE GRIT
T OF LUXATIO CLAVIE
At DISORDERS IN V t

OF 11TLE,
HUMAN ENAMEL ST f
OF EXCRETORY P

CALL ICA
19 BRUCE RELIT

L SUBsTANT TION 0
8LE KERAT N DERIV/
1N VITR MEMBRANE'.
ATION FACTORS
*TICKS/ KINETICS I
S! THE ABSENCE of
11MG LACTATION TT'
910CHEMISTRY OF

. r...
*Beginning in 1974, the search term is notsrepeated in later lines. So,

eitamplo, "Reepiistory" is printed only in the first line in which, it appears
*min subsequent lines, that apace is left blank.

4 9

ANO ANIMALS LITE

ITICA
L OUTPUT OF Tt

LOGY OF-4STREAM F
NATION IN HIGHER.
MAE LEVELS LITB
AND BIOGENESIS A k
DUNI OF 10 YEARS I
PES SIMPLEX KERAT'
ICO STEROIDS LITE,
TICS PART 2 OTHER

DI.0 11+'



A key word index is a type of subject index which provides access to.
printed information through the most important words (Most important to the =

discipline, e.g., biology) in the abstract or title of an article.

B.A. usesthe title as given by the author' plus modifying words which will
Wife it possible for the modified title to be indexed under important terms it
did not originally contain.' The most frequently added words are scientific
names of organisms where only common names are used in the title (up to 1974);
geographical locations when they are important p) the -research; and other
modifying phrases of which enzyme, instrumentation, review, and monograph
and but examples.

To illustrate the difference between the conventional, subject index and
B.A.''s key word index, an article by Parry, "Mitotit recombination induced by
ulcraviolet light in synchronous cultures: of yeast," is indexed by the two
methods below.

s

Conventional Index

-----'%tacchromyces, gene recombination
Linkage recombination

BASIC Index of B.A.

UV LIGHT IN SYNCHRONOUS

ECOMBINATION INDUCED BY
TION INDUCED BY INST UV

NOUS CULTURES OF YEAST/

TURES OF YEAST/MITOTIC
CED BY INST UV LIGHT IN

4,(alphabetical sequence) .

CULTURES OF YEAST/MITOTIC RECOMBINA
INST UV LIGHT IN SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE

LIGHT IN SYNCHRONOUS CULTURES OF YEA

MITOTIC RECOMBINATION INDUCED BY INS

RECOMBINATION INDUCED BY INST UV LTG
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURES OF YEAST/MITOT

In addition to the title, additional indexing terms such as generalized
terms (e.g., inst., rev., etc.), geographical locations, and taxonomic names are
added to the title. Thus some specialized articles appear its the index under a
general term. However, the index is not always consistent?, This means that
you will always want to check the common and scientific nape whenever you are .

interested in ;particular organism or group of organisms,' up to 1974.(Aftet 1974
there is a separate "Generic Index" which you should search in addition ,,to the
co=on name in the "Basic Index".

Earlier it was noted that a good background knowledge of the field is
necessary for effective use of B.A. This knowledge is needed in order to correctly
list the key words to be used in a search. To do-this '17 need to know somethingof the language of the area: common and scientific nam of organisms involved,*
the meaning of vocabulary, word relationships, azid synonyms. If all this is known
ahead of time and the key words have been carefully gathered,.e search in B.A. will
be greatly facilitated.

0J43



r

From Pontecorvo,'Advances in Genetics, vol. 9,:pages 71-73, select:the key
words which/best reiresent- the topic fungal chromaiothe mapping by mitotic
recombination. (There are photocopies of Pontecorvo on reserve.) List the
key words in order of usefulness.

-44-
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Genetic analysis (=chromosome mapping)
Mitotic,recombination

Fungi (a possibility but too general to be really useful)
Crossing over (a mitotic crossing over)
Asperginus nidulans
A. orgaae

eked markers
linkage groups

r

Now that you have completed this'listiAhis does not mean it will remain
unchanged. It should constantly be revised by dropping and adding terns as it
seems appropriate.

1.

\
Search the index-of B.A. for 1968, using genetic analysis ',(= chromosome

mapping), mito combination, mitotic crossing- over, and As 'r llus
nidulans. Ara' there any entries that appear useful?- What" are hey? What
number follows the entry? '(Select only a couple of the most ful.)

-45-2
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Following ie a list eat the usefia articles that coutd.have been Zieted.

Genetic analysis:

E IN ASPERGILLU&NIGER/ ,

CLIME? BEGINNING AF di

Chromosome mapping:

Nothing

Mitotic recombination:

IRE /INST X RAY INDUCED
ON/ ON THE MECHANISM OF
NS/ ON THE MECHANISM OF
AND THE POSSIBILITY OF

NOUS CULTURES OF YEAST /
ROSPHILIA-MELTGASTER/

Atttotiar crossing- over:

N SPOTS AS EVIDENCE FOR

Aspergillus nidulans:

GENIC RECOMBINATION IN
IOTIC RECOMBINATION IN
IOTIC RECOMBINATION IN
THE 8 LINKAGE GROUPS OF

61N8111/C, ANALYSIS BY MEANS OF THE PAR 27273
OREM _ANALYSIS OF RECOKBINATION 13R- 35493

MITOTIC
MITOTIC
MITOTIC
MITOTIC
XTITIC
MITOTIC

RECOMBINATION
RECOMBINATION
RECOMBINATION
RECOMUN4TION
RECOMBINATION
RECOMBINATION

GENE CONVERSIO
IN ASPERGILLUS
IN ASPERGILLUS
.re$CWIZOSACCH
INDUCED BY INS
IN FRECKLED C

103203

86989

88970
2184Z 4.

203200
38197

MITOTIC CROSSING -OVER IN ASPERGILLUS 11099

ABPERGILLUS-N.TDULANS/ THE.*NATURE OF 88987
ASPERGILLUS-NIDULANS .1' INTRA GENIC 889894
ASPERGILLUS-NIDULANS II SIMULTANEOUS 889?0
ASPERGILLUS-RIDULANSA REVISED MAP 291

Be sure that you understand all markings in each line of'the index. I/
Symbols such as / are explained in the introductory guide.* The number that
follows each line is the Astract number. In the earlier volumes of that year
this number can be locatedi- yherer:you will find the bibliographic information
and abstract for that item. _

Who wrote, "Oa the mechanism of mitotic recombination in Aspergillua, .to" (86969)7

A.1

*Shelved with the current Issues of B.A.
arr

-46-
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.41.s.randr* Putt neat.

'1

The other parts of this entry (86969) in tie ordiV! of their appearance are:
co- authors, place of work of the primary author, title of article, journal title,
journal's volume and issue !lumber, pages in the article, year of publication,
and finally the detract,

Note abstract 86962'. .This item is in a foreign language, but the
Ent4ish translation of the title is included in, the entry.

Nov repeat the Search in the first half of 1974 (volume 57) of B.A.
using "genetic analysis" or "mitotic recombination" (don't do both). List
only the articles that really look like they might be useful.

I

2
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. ,

4

The following are potential/y useful, but there are none of'which you canbe ceitain from the information in the index.
.

Genetio-Analyeie:
.- 4

410W
(CEilETIC)

WIA-C LI GENETIC MAP/ ANALYSIS OF COLD SENSITIVE 86i45- OF MUTANTS MAPPING/ ANAL F THE RECF PAT 43097

I

hi tic recombination:

(MITOTIC)
;-^

NESUiFONATE INDUCED WOKBINATI IN,A DI -PLAID 42324

. - 4...,
.. I Beginning in 1974', all generic eshave been, removed from the subject.index of Biological

Abstracts and placed in a-separatelpenerie Index." Belowis a sample* entry. frOTEW77eneric Atx:"
1-0

Gequs nape Species n
HOMO
HOMO- EREtTUS
HOMO-. SAPIENS

aubject-aspect
ANTHROPOLOGY --

.MANMAL.SYST
GENET ANIMAL

-... . i.
The first ilticle shard Above Is on the gerks while the oarticles are about individual species.

/

The "Subject "spectatteirq,te.through
the abbreviated heading, of whigthere are some to, td tell you something about the subject of the article.

The list of headings wittt qiiir explanations is located after the author index.

ill

,

. ,Search the first half of 1974 (vol. 57) "Generic Index" for articles on IF.,Aspergillus and specifically Asper$illus nidulans. (Note: B.A. also publishes
a "Biosysteaatic Index" which indexes by taxonomic units above the genus level"(e.g.-, order, family Do not Beard; the wrong index!) How many articles onfthegenetics of it us and Aspergillusnidulanerare listed?

Abstract #
27668
21257
66179

-4-
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ti

A For Aspekgalus Cherie .axe none tiered; for A. nidutans them are 16 arSotee.

.Norrkally you .Would look up there articled to see if any of-them are
useful UT your topic.- We viii not do it here for thecake of brevity in
the exercise.

0 e

ow frequently ate the, individuelal issues of. aiological4Sstracts published?
/ How freqUently are the cumulative indeies published? ..

I

MIR

1 f

4

c

I

-49-
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4,

utcrn issues4I'Bological Abstracts are published twice monthly and areamcovanied by a domplete set'ofindexes for that issue. These indexes aro
oumuldted seat. annually.

t .1I
This completes the exercise. Keep in mind that it has ,not triede. showall thi.steps used in a literature search,' nor has it uncovered all'the little'facts add.tricks you will eventually learn from actually doing a search onyour agp. It is hoped the exercise has explained sof the bibliographic/ tools you will use and has demonstrated the basic t iques of literature

searching.

Now-th'at you have completed exercise, you should test your comprehensionof the content of this exercise. You should come to the library sometime duringthe day on the day your exercise is due and tutu in your exercise respOnses
and take the 15 minute quiz which will check your comprehension of the exertise.,141
You will ieceive you; gra, on the quiz the next ,day in your mail box.,

4
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I. Style Manual and
Guide, to the Research Paper

Permanent, Council of Biology Editors Style'Manual. 3rd ed., 1972., Permanent
Reserve Reserve. Sci/Ref/Z/250.6/85/C6.2.

It is "designed for research wortgrs preparing manuscript s for
-pbblication in biological journals and for students and other
prospective authors. Style is interpreted broadly to mean forms
of expression in scholarly writing, and, the general technical
requirements of journals, such as details for typing manuscripts,
standard abbreviations, and citation of references." Use of
footnotes and form of literature citations can be found on pp.
152465.

Sci Hook, Lucyle. The Research Paper; Gathering Library Material,
Ref Organising, and Preparing the Manuscript. Sci/Ref/PE/1478/H6/1962.
PE
1478 This is one et the best guides to aspecta of writing a research
H6 paper in any field: outlining, nottaking, mechadiCs of 'manuscript

form, and general library research. This latter section is not
terribly useful since it is somewhat out of date, and too general in
focus forye:Ir purposes. You will find 4,t useful if you -need
guidance-trief.eking notes, our wing your topic, and in the mechanics-
of putttV er the manuscript. Do not use the footnote style
suggested . .-'Instead see the title above.

Sci

Ref
4H
302..5

M3

II. Dictionaries

Dictioharies and Encyclopedias are shelved separately from other
reference books.; If you do not know their location, consult the
floor plans posted

Dictionariesoof biologis and the spe- cialized dictionaries in the-

varioua fields of .biolOgy will be the most frequently used reference-
tool of the beginning student. They provide the short, and hope-
fully, precise, accurate information one wants.

MCGraw Hill Dictionary of the Life Sciences. 1976.

This is the best general biology dictionary available.
Provides concise definitions df biological terms and
identifies the major taxonomic groups, phyla, classes,
families, and many genera.

-1-
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Other dictionaries which cover biology in general are:

Abercrombie, Michael. A Dictionary of Biology.
13/A2.5/1966.

1966. ici/Ref/QE/

// /

Henderson, Isabella F. A Dictionary of Biological Tear. 8 . ed.,1963. Sci/Ref/Q8/;3/E3.8/1963.

Steen, Edwin B. Dictionary of Biology. 1971. ci/Ref/ /13/87.4.

The dictionaries and encyclopedias in specialized Ids Ch will beuseful to you include:

Biochemistry:

see Chemistry and/or Medicine and Drugs

Botany:

Bei/Ref Jackson, Benjamin Daydon. A Glossary of Botanic Terme. 4th ed.,QK 19287-0 Sci/Ref/g/9/J3/1965.
9

Not useful for modern terms. Some definitions no doubt are dated.

Chemistry:

Sci/Ref The Condensed Chemical Dictionary. 6th ed., 1961. Sci/RefIQD/QD 5/C5/1961.
5

International Encyclopedia of Chemical Science. 1964. Sci/Ref/QD/5/I6.

Stenesh, J. Dictionary of Biochemietry. 1975. Sci = /QP/
' 512/87.3

Williams, Roger John. The Mcyc4opedia of
Bei/Ref/OP/512/Z.

1967.

Articles frequently concludeld bibliographies.

Ecology:
.

Sci/Ref Carpenter, John Richard. An Ebo 4 Glossary. 1938. Sci/Reef/QEI W/541/C34956.
541

Svi/Ref

603

Fungi:

Ainsworth, G. C. Dictionary of the Fungi. 4.963. 8ci/Ref/QX/603/A3/1963.

Snell, Walter R. A Glossary of Mycology. Rev. ea. Sci/Ref/W603/85.3/1971.
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Sci/Ref
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Genetics:

King, Robert C. A Dictionary of Genetics. 1968. 2nd'ed., 1974. '

Sci/Ref/QH/431/K5.5.

Rieger, Rigomar. A Glossary of Genetics and Cyiogenetics. 3rd ed.,'1968. Sci/Ref/QH/431/R4.913/1968.

Geology:

Challinor, John. A Dictionary of Geology 3rd ed., 1967.
Sci/Ref/QE/5/C4.5/1967.

Medicine and Drugs: (See also Chemistry)

Black's Medical Dictionary. 29th ed., 1971. Sci /Ref/R/121 /B5.98.

Dispensatory of the UnitedStates of America. 26th ed. and 27th ed.,
1967, 1973. Sci/Ref/151.2/D5

Merck Index. 8th ed., 1968. One copy each on Permanent Reserve andin Reference.
Sci/Ref/RS/356/M5.24/1968t

Subtitled: An encyclopedia of chemicals and drugs. Be sure *7
to use the "Cross Index of Names," as many drugs have several
possible names, only one of which is used to list the compound
in the main sections.

Physicians' Desk Reference to Phowceutical Specialties and
Biologicals lcoinmonly referral to as PARK 31st ed., 1977.
Sci/Ref/RS/75/P5

Stedmni Thomas L. Stedman's Medical Dictionary. 21st ed., 1966.
Sci/Ref/R/121/S8/1966

Microbiology:

Jacobs, Morris Boris. A Dictionary of Microbiology. 1957.
Sci/Ref/QR/9/.11.8

Oceanography:

Fairbridge, Rhodes Whitmore. The Encyclopedia of Oceanography.' 1966.
gci/Ref/GC/9/F3.

U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office. Glossary of Oceanographic Terms.
2nd ed., 1966. Sci/Ref/GC/9/U5/1966.

Firth, Frank E. "Enoyclopedia of Marine Resources. 1969.
Sei/Ref/SH/201/175.6/1969.
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Ornithology:

Thomson, Arthur Landsborough. A New Dictionary of Birds. /1964.

Si /Ref /QL/673/T4.8

Zoology.:

Sci/Ref Larousse Encyclopedia of Animal Life. li-elcilReftQL1501
QL L3.2.
50

Sci/Ref

Qt.

9

AE

5

E3.63

AE
5
C6.83

AE

5

E3.3

.72

Leftwich, A. W. A Dictionary of Zoology. 3rd ed., 1975. Sci/Ref/
QL/UL4.

Pennak, Robert William. Collegiate Dictionary of Zoology. 1964.
Sci/Ref/QL/9/P4.

III. Encyclopedias

General

Encyclopedia Britannicq, the most scholarly of the three adult
Ameridan general encyclopedias, has the most extensive articles on
biology. These include excellent photographs and diagrams which
add much to the articles. Good selective bibliogfaphies areincluded.
Collier's and the Americana have shortei articles, but soMetimes
cover material not in Britannica.

These articles are important because their suivey coverage gives'
an entry-point into the subject. They have further importance
in that they are written by experts in the field. For example,
Dr. Viktor Hamburger, Professor and Chairman of the Department
of Zoology at Washington University, St. Louis (Embryology,
Experimental: Britannica) and Dr. Roberts Pugh, author,
Vertebrate EMioryology, and Experimental EMbryology (Embryoloi-Y-:Calier's).

It is important to use the index to any encyclopedia first. It

helps in finding related elements of a main topic as well as in
pinpointing more quickly the location of the information wanted..
In the Britannica, for example, there are 125,000 index entries for
25,000 articles; the chances are, then, your topic may be found in
five different places.

Eneyclopedia Britannica 1974 eld.. Lilly Ref /AE/5/E3.6371974
1970 ed., Wildman Sci/Ref/AE/5/E3.63/1970

Collier's Encyclopedia 1968 ed"
1965 ed. ,

Americana

Lilly Ref/AE/5/06.83/1968
Wildman Sci/Ref/AE/5/06.83/1965.

1971 ed., Lilly Ref/AE/5/E3.3/1971
1967 ed., Wildman Sci/Ref/AE/5/E3.3/1967.

-4- 6 3
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E3.63

Eheyclopedia Britahnica 1974 ed., Lilly Ref/AE/5/E3163/1974
1970 ed., Wildman Sci /Ref /AE/5/E3.63/1970

Collier's Encyclopedia 1968 ed., Lilly Ref/AE/5/C6.83/1968
AE

'1965 ed., Wildman .§ci/Ref/AE/5/C6.83/1965
5
C6.83

AE
5

E3.3

Sci
Ref . Q/9/B7.8

9 These annual volumes provide sn elementary level s rveyS.qf develop-
B7.8 meats in science in the previous year. Besides re orting on new

developments, background information is provided. Articles are
written by authorities in the fields covered (e. . S. L. Washburn,
"The New Science of Human Evolution," 1974; Franc s Crick, "The
Language ol.Life," 1969; Anatol Rapport, "Game Theory: Strategies
for Resolving Conflict," 1970). Articles are concluded with a
list, "For Additional Reading." Index to most recent volume also
covers the two previous volumes.

Americana 1971 ed., Lilly Ref/AE/5/E3.3/1971
1967 ed., Wildman Sci/Ref/AE/5/E3.3/1965

Scientific

Britamnica Yearbook of Science and the Future. 196p- Sci/Ref/

Ref McGraw-Rill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology.
Q 4th ed., Sci/Ref/Q/121/M3/1977
121 3rd ed., Lilly-Ref/Q/121/M3/1971

_,YearSOoks Sci/Ref/Q/121/M3.12

Excelle general encyclopedia with good illustrations Its value
rests n the recent date of publication and the true "modernness"
of t material presented. Every effort has been made to present

eys of subjects in the context of recent developments.

Use should always start with the index fo'r many subjects have
various related aspects which are scattered in other articles. A
good example is "Chromosome." Although the majority of the material
is in volume 3, there is other related material in volumes 1, 2, 4,
6,:7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12.

Bipliographies are included with most articles.

The yearbooks are important additions to this At until a new edition
lislpubliShed. Each volume anteing an index.

illy/Ref !Science Year, the World Book Science Annual. 1911- Lilly /ReffQ
. 9/53.3

3.3
.

'his annu4 al review of science contains approximately 15 articles which
Provide elementary level summaries of recent developmenti in "hot
topics" which are science-Oriented or related (e.g. birth control,
energy,' pollution, space exploration, new technologies). In
addition there are summaries of new developments in the variousfields'
of science (e.g. agricUlture, biology, chemistry, oceanography,
psychology, end space exploration). There are biographies of a
few prominent scientists, and a listing of prize era for the
previous year. The index covers,the volume and the two rfvious
OEM. IS 4
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Van NOstwoul's Sdientifi&
121/v3/076,

dia. 5th, ed., 1976.1 Sci/Ref7Q/

While only a one-volume work, it is one he most complete
dictionary-encyclopedia rerence tools a lable. Forlspecific
terms there are concise definitions; in addi ion, subjects;
concepts, and fields of scAnce are allotted arying Founts of
space.

There is no index, but extensive cross-references direct the user to
the proper entry. Illustrations are extensively used. There are
no bibliographies.

Biological

Gray, Peter. The Encyclopedia of the Biological Sciences.
2nd ed. , 1970. Sci /Ref /QH/13/G7/1970.

1961. Sci/Ref/QH/13/G7.

11-

"Intended tf6 provide succinct and accurate information for biologists
in those fields in which they are not themselves experti41 (Introduction
Articles are signed and furnished with bibliographies, and the book
has an index. Ircovers the developmental, ecological, functional,
genetic, stru and taxonomic aspects of the biological sciences.
It provides definit and description. midway in depth between a
dictionary and a multi-vo encyclopedia or a text in the field.

Sci/Ref Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia. 1972-76. Sci/Ref/QL/45/G8.1.
QL
45

Major reference encyclopedia' or classification, evolution, ecology,.
natural history, and behavior of;the world's animal life. The 13
volume work covers 7 categories: lower animals; insects; mollusks and
echinoderms; fishes and-smphibia; reptiles; birds; andmammals. The
many excellent diagrams and color plates make for Ateiesting:
reading for the layman, while its comprehensiveness and authority
make it useful to all but the specialist. The volumes are not
arranged in alphabetical order, therefore, the extensive indexes
must be used. Each volume has, just before the index pages, a'
"Supplementary Readings" section which is a select list.of books
and monographs an the animal groups covered in the volume.

Ecology

Sci/Ref Grzimek's Encyclopedia of Ecology.
QH
540.4 A one ume supplement o Grzimek's famous Animal Life Encyclopedia,
G7 the !,lopedia of Eeoiogy contains articles; separately authored,

on asPitts of the environment. It is divided into two main sections:'
'1) descriptions of the physical, chemical and biological aspects

of -the environment-in relation to Animal life

-2) discussions of the various ecological crises and their effects
on man.

The encyclopedia is well illustrated, useful for the novice as
well as for a person familiar with the field. An index and a
supplementary reading section are also included.
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IV. The Card Catalog

$

The Earlham card catalog is divided into two sections. One is the
author-title catalog.-In this catalog are filed the author and.
fitle cards (not all bboks-have title cards) fir the books in the
library. Here-also are cards for government agenftes, societies,
institutions, Organizations when they are the author of the book
or item. One other group of entries in the author-title catalog {{aa
the established entries for symposia, conferences and othermeetings
out of which comes-a-printed document.

The only two groups of items which are generally excluded from the
card; catalog are: government documents which should be consulted
thrdigh the Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
witii the assistance of the reference librarian; and periodical titles
whiCh are listed in a separate file in thd upper right corner of
the author-title catalog.

The second section of the card catalog is the subject catalog. In
this are cards which provide a subject access to the library book
collection. In this file are slightly higher plastic-covered cards
that have typed on them subject headings, Behind each subject heading
card are cards for each book on that silbject,.arranged alphabetically
by the top line On the card (usually the author). Thus, in the subject
section of the_card catalog you might see:

11,

Guide
cards

(3 1/4")

Cards (3 ")

Following is a sample of subject heading types and how they appear in the
card catalog:

-7-
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1) Prajor headings *

2) Subheading of "Chemistry"
6) Subheadinief organic

3) Invert d heading of Inorganic chemistry chemistry
4) Table is a subheading of Inorganic chemistry 7) Subheading of chemistry
5) Inver ed heading of organic chemistry

Whenewtir a subheading does not refere to the heading directly in'front, thehe ing to which it doss refer will be typed. to the left othe same card (see
7 above).

*The subject headings used in the card catalog are of four types. They
include:

1. Regulfr one or two word heading

2. Inverted heading

3. Phrase heading

4. Subheadings: these are words which
subdivide any of the three heading
types above.

Examples:

Examples:

Examalesi

Examples:

Biology
Natural selection

Botany, Econmilic

,00logy, Experimental

Books and reading
Life on other planets

Life -- Origin

Brain --Atlaip

In all cases a strict alOhabetical order is followed. This may seem
complicated, and i is to some extent. However, other systems are
even more complex. To simplify' things, use the thesaurus of subject
headings: Subject Readings Used in the Dictionary Catalog of the
Library of Congress (large boolson top of.thp countet' by the subject.
catalog). The librarian:vill be happy to show you how to use it.
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t
V. Indexing and,Abstracting Strvices

Science Citation Index. 1964- ti

Sci A directory containing all references cited in the bibliographies and/MIAs- or footnotes of source articles published iwa large number of,
raphy scientific journals rind all U. S. patents'during the year. The

Aiea . moat characteristic feature of the Science Citation Index is that
the user begins a search with a specificknown paper (target
reference)., From this-starting point one isbrougtit forward in
time to subsequent papers related to the earliest paper. Covers
biology, chemistry, medicine, psychology, -mathematics, phyaics,0
geology, and others. Geology is only lightly covered.

An easy tool to use, once one adjusts to the unique technique involved.
Anyone concerned with searching scientific literature should use it
extensively.

Biological-Abstracts) vol.-1, 1926-to date.

A comprehensive abstracting and indexing journal of. the world's
literature in theoretical and applied biology, exclusive of clinics'

*medicine. The latest list of serials covered and word abbreviatiods
are listed ina separate pamphlet shelved with the current issue of
B. A. New serials abstracted are listed in the front of each semi-
monthly issue of,the abstracts.

A special word about B.A.S.I.C. is necessary. Biological Abstracts
uses B(iological) Abstracts) Subjects) I(n) C(ontext), which is
made possible by computer indexing. Each significant wdtd in n title
is indexed and alphabetically positioned to the center of a line which
also includes several words preceding and-following. ference is
then given by abstract number to the appropriate issue o iological
Abstracts. A- conventional subject index was uued from 192 o
October, 1961. In Novewber,1961, the computer-produced key word
index (B.A.S.I.C.) was first used and continuer to the present.
'Each semi- monthly issue includes:

1) The AbstrIcts
2) Indexes

a) Author
b) Subject (B:A.S.I.C.)
;c) Biosystematic-indexes by large taxonomic groups: classes

orders, etc.
d) Generic-indexes by gents names
e) CROSS-dlaborate index fOr comprehensively searching broad.

topics
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- VI: Serial- ,

'r.

The drawers in the upper.right_portion of the-Author-Title Card. Catalog
contaitii list of the serials (Periodicals, annuals, series,-et6Xwhichs
the101dman. ScieribelLibrary-haa. --The Cards, are in alphabetical order-and
indiette our holdings and whether they are bound, unbound, or in microform
(microfilm or microfiche)., if a card in the file indicates that you shquld

41 check the shelves under'a call number or should check the card catalog'
A unde0 tiaauthor'sSameothen.t0e item is -not a periodical, and you should

f011oy effe directions giyen.' If the title ia.given in capital lettqrs, then
the item Jim periodical ancliugre.foundtshelved in elphsbetidalorder at
the-west eat' of thejibrary on thel lower level. ch.

$

The serials file also serves as a Anion, list of scientific periodiialsheld
by the libraries of Richmond.:, By checking this file, nu can find out if
a particular title is held somewhere else in the city: .1.1orrisson -Reeves

10 Public Library; the Richmond Vigil Schopl Library, or Reid Hospital Library.
Please consult he librarian about hours and rules for use of these libraries.

Periodicals in,the teas of.general science,- history and philosophy of science,,
psychology, and popular science and conservation which ate not in the .

Wildman Science Library may be in Lilly Library. To find out, check the --+' Indictf:a Union Liap.ofSe,riate which is located.on-tr)counterto the right
of the Author-Title Catalog.

eft

_el Annual" Reviews14,

-11)
in recent, years (since the tie 1940's) a new class of scientific"literatuve
-has developed and becoMe one the most important sources of information.-
for the utaergraduate. The r e0s-O6,be described. as a series of annual
volumes"Under.the various titles' "Advances in," "Annual Review in-," "Reviews
in," or 4'Progress in." Eackitnnual* volume consists of from 4 to 15 articles
oi,a,Waticular subject. The article is a review of the field drawing upon
a lengthy. but selective_list.Of references. Thus the reviews are good
Sources of bibliographic references as well as a reviey of the subject.
Most volumes have a detailed subject index and an i of authors cited. --

0 .

Below are listed these review series an d review-t a perio cats useful to
10ology atudents.yhich the Wildman Science Library

Apiculture:

Advances irs Appnctiii; Sci/S/405/A2.4/, AnMus4 subject index; Cumulative
indexes it vol. 416. covers 4plumes 145.

f

Agriculturial Science Review. Periodical. No indexes.

*Usually. Some titles are published every other year.

.
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Behavior:
, -

Advances in the Study of Behavior. Sci/QL/750/A3.8. Annual subject
-index;"cumulatiVe les of contentS-7see front of latest volume.4

Biochemistry:

t. ..

4 Advancesl 1,1; atzymolody vid ReldtaSubjeCts of Biochemistry. SciIQPI
. 601/A1 /A3. Annual subject ipdex; Cumulative titlOndex in volume

35 covers vols. 1-35. .

a,.

Annual Review of Biochemistry. Sci/QP/501/A7.
Cumulative title indexis--see latest volume.

Annual Review of Phavnacology. Sci/RA/16/A63.
Cumulative titli,index--see latest volume.

t AdV
Essays in B6chemistry. Sci /QH /3Z5/E8.. Annual subject index;

tables of contents on-back cover of latest volume.

Annualadbject

Annual subject

,Aiology -(General):,

index;

index;

Cumulative

American Scientist. Periodical. Annual subject index; CuMulativaindex .
for volumes 34-61. .f.

dc
Quarterly ReVieq of Biology. Periodical. 'annual subject
,1/4cumulations.

Bitophysics: ;

index;
A\

No

Annual Review of-Biophysics and Bioengineering. Sci/QN/505/Ak. Annual
-,author index; Cumulative author and title indexes-see latest., Volume.

Botany:

Adv;:nces in Botanical Repearch. Sci/W11A3.33. Annual subject index;
No cum,tions. 46

Annual Review of PhytoPathology. Scie/599/A68. Anniial subject index;
Cumulative title index -see latest lume.

Annual ReView of Plant Physiology. Sci/9K/11A5. Annual subject index;
Cumulative title index--see latest volume.

Botanical Review. Periodical. No annual subject Index;
subject index (plant names only), for volume, 1-25.

0
ti
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Cells-Physiology:

Annual Review of Physiology. Sci/Q12/1/A5.35. Annual subject index;
Cumulktim title indei--see latest volume.

Current Topics in Bioenergetics; ci/QH/511/Al/C8.7. 'Annual subject
index; Cumulative tables.qf contents follow "Preface"of latest volume

S

International Review of Cytavy. Sof./411/573/i5.. Annual subject index; -
Cumulative tables of contents --see latest volUeev-

Physiological Reviews. Periodical. No 4ntnual indexes; Separate cumulative
. subject index fpr volumes 32-46 (Earlham has v. 4.52-to date only),

Photophysiology. Sci/QH/65I/C5.3.. Annual subject indexes; Cumulative
tables of contents follow "reface". of latest volume.

Development:

Advances in 1prphogenesis. Sci/QH/491/A2.5. 'Annual subject index; No
cumulations.

Current Topiosin Developmental Biology. Sci/W951/C8. Annual subject
index; Cumulative tables of contents -see front of latest volume.

Ecology:

-Alt
Advances in Ecological Reiearch. Sci/RH/540/A2.3.. Annual subject index;

No cumulative indexes.

Advances in Ehvironmental Science and Technology. Sci/TD/180/A3.8.
Annual subject index; No cumulations.

Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics. Sci/QH/540/A5.3. Annual
subject index; CumulatiVe title ex--see latest volume.

Evolution:

Evolutionary Biology. Sci/QH/366/A1/139. Annual subject index; R6
'cumulations.

Genetics:

Advances in GenStics.Scigt1441.1A11A3. Annual subject index; Cumulative
index for,volumes 1-16.

Advances in Thy= Genetici., Sci/QH/431/A1/A3.2
No cumulations.

Annual Review of Genetics. Sci/QH/431/Al/A5.4.
Cumulative title index-we latest volume.

410 7i
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Invertebrates:

Advances in Insect Physiofty. Sci/QL/495/A2.3. Annual subject index; -

Cumulative list of chapter titles--see latest volume. .

Annual Review of Entomology. SCi/QL/461/A5 Annual subject index;

Cumulative title index --see latest volume.

Marine:. Biology:

'Advances in Marine Biology. Sci/QH/91/Al/A2.2.

Cumulative title list --see latest volume.

Oceanography and Marine Biology. Sci /G /V /03.2.

subject indexes; No cumulations.

Medicine (see also Biochemistry):

Aitnual subject index;

Annual taxonomic and

Annual Review of Medicine. Sci/R/111/A5. Annual subject index;-Cumulative

title index--see latest volume.

nutrition Reviews.'. Periodical. (Early volumes on microfilm). Annual

indexes.

Microbiolo&y:

Advances in Applied Microbiology. Sci/QR/1/A3.8. Annual indexes.

Advances in Virus Research. Sci/QR/360/A3. Annual indexes. Volume 11

contains cumulative index for volumes 1 -11.

Annual Review of Microbiology. Sci/QR/1/A5. Annual subject index;

Cumulative title_index--see latest volumec\

Bacteriological Reviews. Periodical. 'Annual subject index; Cumulative

subject index for the following volumes: in volume 34: 27-34; in

volume 26: 23-26; in volt 22: 11-22.
A.

Parasitology:

Advances in Parasitology. Sci/QH/547/A3.8. Annual subOct No

cumulations.

Physiology;

sip Cells-Physiology
'4

Science:

Scientific Anerican. Periodical. Annual Subject index; Cumulative
index, 19484971.



VII. W. C. Allee'llemorial Collection -in Environmental Scie6e

W. C. Allee, one of America's outstandipg ecologists during such of the
first half of-the twentieth centdr3, was a student at Earlham (B.S.,1908).
After his death,-his persbnal collection of reprints (copies of journal
articles) was given to Earlham. From the time it was given until
about 1966, the collection Was maintained by the Biology, Department. Through
the efforts of Dr. HUrvel Garner, Dr. Carrolle-Harle, many' students, and
others, the collection was enlarged through regular addition of materials.
Because of the-crowded conditions, the collection was not properly
attended to during the period from 1966-until the Spring of '1968.

Since 1968, the collection has been under the care of the Wildman Science
Library and hath been added to,regularly since January, 1969. As items
are added to de-Collection they are checked against Biological Abstracts.
If a reprint is found abstracted in B. A., the abstract-is stamped
"Reprint: Allee. 11."

Here are a few suggestions related to it. a use. The collection is xery
strong on old r material in ecology and behavior, in particular, but
also in other-areas of zoology--genetics, evolution, etc. There are also

-many items in environmental science. If you find an item in B. A. that
is stampeld ript: Alice Coll.", you-simply check the collection
under the-nuebor's name. If you cone across a reference to an.item,
(especially one written before 1950 in any of the areas mentioned above)
in a periodical which we do not have, check the AlleeCollection.

VIII. Pamphlet Pile

The pamphlet file contains ephemeral materials including pamphlets,
magazine clippings, letters, etc. which might be,of- interest to s
students. The file can be consulted directly, but should probably
consulted' through. the Subject Card Catalog; since all folders in the
file are indexed by subject in the card catalog. The colleCtion is
shelved next to the Author -Title Card-Catalog.

*41 .41i
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Objectives for Library'Instrudtion
in Beginning Biology

Students should be able., on their own, to effectively and efficiently
prep4re a bibliography of up to ten primary sources on a specific topic,
which a librarian and/or faculty member will-judge as (a), up to date, and.
(b) authoritative.

To do this the student should know about:

I. General types of reference. books and some speCific examples

A: Nacyclopedias: McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and'
technology, -3rd edition, 1971, and Yearbooks.

B. Dictionaries

1. -dray, Dixtirary of the Biological Sciences, 1967.

2. Kim Dictionary of Genetics, 2nd ed., 1974.

C. Monographs

D. Serials

1. Periodicals

4a. Science

b. Nature

2. Review serials

E. -Bibliographies

4

a

II. Periodical indexes and scientific abstracting services

A. Bioldgical Abstracts, its organization, how to use the author
and key word indexes

B. Science Citation Index, its uniqueness, how to use4F#

III. The Library Card Catalog

The fresbmPn test indicates that Earlham'students already know
something about the use of the card catalog. They are not, however,
prepared to use thd subject portion of the catalog on a more advanced
level. The instruction therefore needs to emphasize the use of the
subject heading list (Library of Congress Subject Headings, 8th ed.,
1975). This includes recognition and meaning of the see, see also to,
and see also from references., The use of. subject heading tracings
applied lo a book known by the students as a method of selecting
subject headings is also to be covered.,
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IV. A general understanding of the,organization,of scholarly
scientific literature and the relationships amok various
types

A. Journal and ieport literature (primary). The backbone of
science or biology. The reports of original research.

B. Journals, monographs, reviews and-review series (secondary).
The synthesis and surveys of science.

e. Handbooks, dictionaries, encyclopedias, texts (tertiary).
Literature intended for a specific purpose, which presents
only specific informationdata, or definitions. In addition,
literature intended as instructional wacerial; especially
literature designed to provide a broad survey of a field Jai.
the beginner. This material is based on secondary sources.

V. Search strategy.

While most Of the items listed above are concerned primarily
with knowledge to be learned, this last item involVes the behavioral
aspects of library instruction. It requires knowledge of the basic
search strategy which is the initial use of encyclopedias and texts,
then a location'of monographs and reviews, and finally a search of
the periodical indexes. It also requires recognition of where to
start the process with an individual search. Students should also
recognize when a search step is no longer useful, when to retrace a
step, and when to skip a_step. One of the undefinable and =measur-
able, yet'important aspects, is the development of a personal method
of search and the confidence to use it efficiently.

VI. The analysis of a subject so that the proper
of the literature. This is perhaps the most
each and measure. This analysis is seen to
the following questions:

questions might be asked
difficult of skills to
include the answers to

1. What is the subject? Its content? What fields are related
to it?

-2. Is the'bulk.of information in the field newly discovered or
. has it been well known for a number of years?

3. What are the controversial aspects or are the major questions
of disagreement settled atspresent?

4. Who are the important scientists who have contributed to tfe
subject?

5.' Do ceitain organimms_predominate as "the objects of study fot
the subject of interest? (for example: Drosophila in genetics,
Planaria in chemical' learning)

. How is the subject expxessd by authorities in the field?
is the-telvInorogy confusing'? Synonyms?
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FigureI: Simplified Search Strategy Undergraduate Biolocy St.
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General Biology
Earlham-Fall, 1974 LIBRARY_EXAMINATION INSTRUCTIONS

This examination is to be written outside the classroom. You should attempt to limit
yourself to an essay-type answer of five (5) double-spaced typewritten pages (250 words
per page) or 1,250 words.

Should you want to include figures, tables, graphs, etc., in your paper, they should be
attached to the back of the paper anl-should not be cothted in the total of five pages.

The intentions of these library- exams are several:

1. They provide an opportunity far data-based reasoning; that is, the operation,of
finding information in the library shoulp be a data7coltecting activity. Your
answer to the question should be supported 13y the data.. Sidce data is what you
are looking for; primary sources, which report the results of research, should
form the basis of .your paper.

2. It is an opportunity foz#you to practice the techniques demonstrated in the
library exercises you just completed.

3. The exam provides an opportunity to ap0.y the subject matter you have j
toa specific biological problem.

studied

4. The exam is an opportunity' for you to independently study a specific-problem. You
'are free to select the specific examples you use for your discussion.

Tie examination is due in yoilr laboratory section
unless told otherwise your instructor. PLEASE
INSTRUCTOR'S NAME in the top right hand corner of
only the instructor's name odshe carbon or xerox
instructions) n.

one week after -you begin your assignmegt,

put both your.name and YOUR LABORATORY
the original copy of your paper. Put
copy. (See below for carbon copy6

You should budget your time working on this examination approximately as follows:

Time in library hours "-
Time in organizing--1 hour
'Time in writing --3 hours

Please provide at the end'of your paper a list of all references used in preparing your
answer for this examination and 'cite them in standard fashion (see CEB Style Manual,
reserve shelf) ighe context of your essays.

We would emphasize that you are free and encouraged to talk with anyone, students as well'
as faculty, while you are p?eparing to write yOu answer; but the expectation is that your
answer Will be yours and yourg alone.

Please have respect for the library! Yoware not the only one using the library. We
should urge you to be considerate of others. Do hot at any time remove books or materials
from the library without signing them out. Return them when Rue or-before. Be'sure to
use yoUr talents in the use of the ribrary.

4
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RATIONALE OF THE ANONYMOUS COPY

You must turn in a second copy of your answer without your name on it.

"Waves: To give you the opportunity to see different approaches to the question,
to demonstrate the quality of work to your classmates, to provide more feedback
evaluation, for all-of, the students and to familiarize you with the difficulties of
grading essay. answers.

Procedure: You will be divided up into groups of four students each. Each student
in your group will be given one anonymous paper to comment upon and grade. After
completing.you work on this paper, pass it along to the next person listed. Con-
tinue passing the paper along until each person in your group has read all four
papers. Comment extensively on the papers in writing along the margins and between
the lines. Summarize your grade and turn it in to the instructor. You may wisp_to
conduct a group discussion on the four papers and then arrive at a onsensus grade.
If you do this, be sure to state this so as to distinguish it from the others. You
may also wish to make furth4r comments as a group.

All papers are to be graded anohymously so as td avoid personal' conflicts between
grader and graded. Turn in yolg graded set of papers by one week after the date
exams are due.

The instructor will grade each of the papers in the usual way, independent of student
graders. If his grade is significantly different form the student grades, the higher
glade will be given more weight in setting the final grade. Both-the copy and the
original will be retukned to th& student who wrote the answer. However, one of these
two should be returne&twthe instructor's files.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR PREPARING YOUR ANSWERS

1. Use 5 x 8 cards-to collect your information from the library for writing the
Paper. Put ong reference on each card. rafter reading the reference and taking notes
on it, list in the top right jland corner of the card the major points covered in that
article. In this'manner, you will be able to go through the cards 'after your litera-
ture search is done and pull all the cards on any given topic with ease.

2.-' Make an outline for your paper. Revise it as you read the literature: 'Revise'
it afte'r you have coMpleted reading the' literature. We would suggest that the follow-
ing topics be included in your paper.

a. Some history and/or explanations....do not assume that the reader knows too'
much but do not assume the reader is a real dum-dam either. Make it brief and
to the point so that.the reader will have a point of reference when reading.the
remainder of your paper.

'b. Use sub-titles to categorize various factors you wish to discuss.

c. Give the source of all information in the body of the paper; that is, refer
to the literature per the method described in the CEB Style Manual. Include at
the And of your paper' a list of references cited.

d. Write a brief summary, at the end of the paper....be concise and only relate
what you covered, not'all the goi7 details.
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3. Proofread and/or have.someme else proofread your paper. Riis not Cheating
as long as you do not let someone else write it for you.

4.' Focus clearly"on what you are discussing. Please leave out thit wild elephants.'

I El
LIBRARY NATION QUESTIONS

1. Poor Smokey the Bear!! Now he is under attack by many ecologists who
suggest he represents the idea that fire is always- detriagntal to a
forest ecosystem. Research and discuss the "boon and bane" of fire
from a woody perspective. 7

2. Describe the pollination of two species of plants-by bats. Discuss
the 8 rUC ects.of the relatiofiship.

.t

3. Leanings are well own for their periodic eruptions in abundance.
There are stories lemmings takiing suicidal leaps into the ocean.
What hypotheses have been suggested to explain the cycles of abundance
of lemmings? Is there any validity to the mass suicides of the popular.
literature?

4. Discuss the role tf territoriality in determining the life style of an
organism of your choice. Be sure to include"a description of the type
of territory employed, methods for delineating area and contin4lng owner-
ship; and the effects of successful vs. unsuccessful maintenance of territory
on the population of the species.

5. You are asked to discuss at least two hypotheses which might, explain why
there was more diversity in the lowland than the upland sample of foi-est
that we obtained in Robinson's Woodson September 21st. Discuss the
problem qf causal factors in diversity as a general issue using secondary
s'urces as a point of departure, then explore at least two specific
hypothees using the primary literature to provide data points.

. 4

4
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PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Basic Reference Sources in Lilly Library

Earihas Coll.tge

February, 1976

Cospiled.by

"Evan-Zia Farber
James R. Kennedy, Jr.
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